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London, Sept. 13. A news dispatch
Snowflake, .Man., Sept. 13. A fierce
Portland, Maine, Sept. 13. The
Portland Evening Express, a Prohibi- received here today from Tsu Chau man hunt has been under way for the
tion paper controlled by the family ot says that the prefect of police there last 24 hours, ten miles south, between
the late Neal Dow, this afternoon is- has attempted to communicate with here and the United States boundary
sued a bulletin stating that Maine has Cheng Tu by messengers but that the following the kidnapping of' a young
latter were unable to get through the school teacher, Eleanor Gladys Brice.
gone "wet" by 500 votes.
lines of rioters who were attacking the by a man alleged to be William WilDrys Wirf on Face of Returns.
Portland, Maine, Sept. 13. Town city at four points. : Troops, the dis- son, alias "Bill" Minor, ot Hannah,
clerks returns from 402 out of 521 patch adds, line the walls of Cheng North Dakota.
She returned home in a frightful
cities, towns, and plantations in the Tu, defending the city.
Tsu Chau is seventy-fiv- e
miles south, condition last night. The score of
state, give a majority against repeal
will
of the prohibitory law of 531. The east of Cheng Tue,, the capital of the constables directing the pursuit
he
vote on the face of these returns province of Sze Chuen, in which dis- be unable to protect the man If
Is
,
captured.
FOR
stands
60,097; trict a rebellion has occurred, and Tsu
REPEAL,
When Miss Brice's fiancee, who led
Chau is nearer the capital than any
AGAINST, 60,628.
whistled their sigother point from which news of thej the search for her,
him but says she was
heard
she
nal,
rebellion
to
13.
sent
has
been
With
the outside
Portland, Maine, Sept.
.prevented from answering by the
the vote all but 76 ot the 521 cities, world since September,
It is about threats
of the man who held her captowns and plantations verified, by mail half way between Cheng Tu and Sui
.
tive.
returns from town and city clerks, Fu, where the British refugees were
r
there was an apparent majority reported as having arrived safely.
TWO MILLION DOLLAR
Bloodshed in Cheng Tu.
against the repeal of the constitution
FIRE AT ANTWERP, BELGIUM.
This' afternoon the foreign office reprohibition of 389 votes.
ceived
Forty-seveadvices
to
From.
Towns
from the British consul
Hear
Special Leased Wre to New Mexican)
Portland. Me., Sept 13. Returtasi at Cehng Tu, dated September 9, stat- (By
The
Antwerp, Belgium, Sept. 13.
received by the Lewiston Journal from ing that there was fighting within the fire that destroyed the wood yards a
476 town and city clerks out of 521 walls of Cheng Tu on September 7
railway station, and many houses last
show an apparent majority against when some persons were killed ana
night, burned itself out today. The
votes.
505
of
repeal
others wounded, both among the pop loss will be nearly $2,000,000.
ulace and the soldiers, who engaged
each other in the streets. The rebels
were easily repulsed and the gates of
HATE HEARING
s
the city closed.
Missionaries Remain.
The business shops were shut up.
AT
Next day roughs from the suburbs attacked the city gates but were driven
back. The advices add that the Amerand British residents of Cheng
Men
Wool
of New Mexico ican
New Fissures
Seventy-Nin- e
Tu who uld not leave the city on

RESUME SOLE SURVIVOR OF HIS TRIBE

(Bv Special Leaded Wire to New Mexican i (Bv Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Sept. 13. Work had
Washington, D. C, Sept. 13. No
the
barely begun this morning in the busy treaty will be made between
skyscrapers of lower New York when United States and the only surviving
James J. Ward lifted his biplane from member of the Yani or Nogi tribe
Governor's Island and started across of Indians, who was discovered near
the continent in the path of the sun OToville, Calif., about a week ago,
in a satisfactory settlement with
It was 9:08 a. m. when the boyish is a starved, wild condition.
France regarding Morocco.
He will be taken care of, however,
f.viator he is only 22 years old and
Melilla.
Battle
at
Bloody
lcoks younger rose into the air.
officials said. An Indian who spoke
tele13.
An
undated
Madrid, Sept.
Ward Is the second competitor to some Yani was found and jn his
gram from Melilla, Morocco, reads:
try for the prize of ?50,000 offered by area the Indian Bureau probably will
"The losses to the Spaniards in the
William R. Hearst for the quickest decide to place the last of the Yanis.
action yesterday were eighteen dead
Treasure for Anthropologists.
flight from coast to coast, and the first
wounded.
and seventy-seveThe
to start on the westward route. To
San Francisco, Calit., Sept. 13. Ishl,
losses to the tribesmen were about
win, he must reach Los Angeles or the primitive Indian, is proving a
600 or 700. It was a complete Spanish
San Francisco in thirty days.
treasure to the anthropologists of the
:
victory.
A brisk 20 mile breeze from the University of California, who have reReply of France is Ready.
northwest was blowing and directly corded by the dictagraph 1,000 words
Rambouillet, France, Sept. 13.
against it Ward must fly for the first of the Yana language. They believe
President Fallieres today gave his forstage of his journey.
that important philological discov
mal sanction to the French reply to
On the west bank of the Hudson eries will be made In tracing connec
the latest note from Germany regardloriver, he picked up the
tions between the Indian word roots
ing Morocco. Foreign Minister
comotive waiting at the Erie station and remote Arabic and Sanskrit begin
after submitting the document
to pilot him over the maze of tracks nings.
hastened by motor car to Paris and
400; total, $65,400.
across the Hackensack Marshes, then
The scientists have discovered a resustainwas
in
be
can
Wasson's
if
transcribed
R.
the reply
appeal
J.
settled into his course above the main markable similarity between the Yana
treasurer
ed in part and the county
time, a courier will leave with it for
line of the Erie railroad. His desti language and that of the southern
of Quay county is directed to show a Berlin tonight. Otherwise, the note
nation this morning and his first Yati, which will
greatly facilitate their
"reduction of $1,200 on town lots in will go forward in the morning.
scheduled stop was Middletown, N. Y., study of the all but
extinct Deer Creek
Tucumcarl.
sixty-eigmiles away.
tribe, of which Ishl is the sole survi
The appeal of Mrs. Molly F. Schmidt ANDREWS WILL BE .
From Middletown, Ward planned to vor.
of Mora county, was rejected.
HERE NEXT WEEK.
follow the Erie to Buffalo.
The appeal of the Cooley and Martin
Mechanicians with gasoline and ex STOCKS
MAKE NEW LOW
Company of Mora county was sustain- He Leaves Washington
on Monday
tra
parts await him at Calicoon, N. Y.,
RECORDS ON WALL STREET.
ed In part, teh assessment being
and at the latAdvocates Direct Primary
and
and
Pa.,
Susquehanna,
chcarged to 40 cents an acre on 2,795
to Select Senators.
ter place he hoped to spend the night Prices Crumble Under Bear Attack
acres, which is $1,118.
Message From Grant.
and Uncertainty and Irregularity
The appeal of Manuel B. Apodaca Special to the New Mexican.
before
the young aviator jump
Just
Rule.
of Santa Fe county, is sustained to
General Grant,
D. C. Sept. 13. Dele
ed
his
into
seat,
Major
Washington,
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
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of
New
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for
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night
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a period
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for
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delivery
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and Arizona Complain
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of Mount Aetna Send handed him
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Cattle Company is rejected as all propHe expects to leave
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here on
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The' assessment of Tannihill Broth- tember 18. He will go first
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was clear and, expecting no difficulty day to sell stocks. The demand was
"
;
the walls.
ers of Otero county was found to be querque and then to Santa Fe.
EXAMINER
said
DENVER
TO
he
60ES
SHOCKS IN 24 HOURS in picking out his landmark
limited and prices soon weakened. On
Delegate W. n. Andrews is firm in
The French missionaries had decidirregular and the assessment of 1,600
that he expected to make most of the fhe second hour, more determined
advocating that a direct primary
ed to remain in the city. The mail
head of cattle is ordered.
Journey at a height of about 2,000 pressure was directed against the
"
M. Herzsteln & Company's assess should he called In New Mexico to seto and from Cheng Tu has
Dollar a Hundred High Enough service
Interfeet.
at
market and the whole list gave way
Frequent
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ment is ordered to be changed to that lect the' two United States senators.
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"matter
For
in
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From
declares
Arizona
that
this
is
sharply. Standard railroad stocks
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Shipments
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given by that company.
Ashbrook, N. J., Sept 13. Aviator scored losses of a point or more in
The appeal of the Arroyo Hondo which the people are so vitally interBoston.
to
AroundMiles
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Ward landed here this morning, hav- many instances, and there was a '
Grant owners is sustained to- change ested 'that they should be given the op- AN .ACRE l&.MONTANA.
to1911
to
choice.
a
make
He
direct
ing mistaken the Lehigh VaTley alWroarked revival of bearlshment Talk
for
assessment
portunity
th
Leased Vrii-- to New Mexican 1
''
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)- road for the Erie. The aviator when of possible dividend reductions was
desires the territorial Republican cen- (By Special
an acre.
N. M., Sept 13
Ward Reclamation
Service
About
13.
.Albuquerque,
me
erupBrags
Catania, Sicily, Sept.
he found out where he was, went Into current in view of the unsatisfactory
The assessment of the G. O. S. Cat tral committee to call such a pri- Prouty, examiner, and J. T. Marchand,
Huntley Project But New Mexico
tion of Mount Etna is assuming the tbe air again and retraced his course earnings of several large systems. New
tie Company, of Grant county, is re mary.'
Can Do Better.
attorney for the United States interto 1291-2- ,
proportions of a real disaster. The toward Jersey City, where he
Haven dropped 2
its
duced from 4,000 to 3,600 head.
Postal Affairs.
state commerce commission, left today (By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican) lava stream, Wuose path crosses the
his course along the lowest price since 1908. Two other
up
taking
An order of the postmaster general for Denver after
The appeal of the Steeple Rock DeD. C, Sept; 13. The
a
Washington,
is
Y.
having finished,
line circling the volcano,
line of the Erie for Middletown, N.
stocks also sold at the lowest figure
velopment Company against raising gives New Mexico postmasters of the hearing of complaints regarding the success which farmers are achieving railway
since that year Missouri
Pacific,
approaching the railway stations to
Is Undismayed.
Fowler
their mineral land assessment from first, second and third class, leave ot
on
the
in
Huntley
irrigation
project
rates on wool,, hides and pelts
to 33
and New
the north end especially threatening
13. Undismayed which fell back 2
Calif.,'
Sept.
$5 to $15 an acre is rejected.
Alta,
absence not exceeding seven days for freight from various
was
in
Montana
a
attested
report just
points in New
at Moi and Alcantara which by the wreck of his machine, and his York Central 1
to 101
AmalgaThe assessment of tha First Na the purpose of organizing a Postmast- shipped
received by the U. S. reclamation serv the depots
Union
also
mated
yielded 1
Copper
Fowler
Aviator
already
tional Bank of Santa Rosa and of the ers' Association at Albuquerque on Oc- Mexico and Arizona, over the Santa ice which shows $125 an acre had been were abandoned today.
injuries,
slight
Fe
and Southern
Pacific railroads.
and CanaIs preparing to resume his Journey Pacific and Reading 1
Entire Crest in Ebullition.
Vaughn Trust and Savings Bank of tober 9 to 14. Postal savings banks
Sevfrom
realized
cucumbers.
raising
raisers and wool dealers
St Paul, U. S.
Vaughn against a 10 per cent raise are to be established at Artesia and Many sheep
enteen new homestead filings were
Squads of laborers were at work across the continent All necessary dian Pacific, Atchison,
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Pacific and American
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Steel,
of
the
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for
railroad
tracks
biplane
the
repair
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parts
the
today
taking
on
October 16.
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Hagerman
13-8- .
men contend that one dollar per hunBonds were
That Land Grant Matter.
the last month, leaving 103 fSfms, and removing all transportable materi are at Ogden and as soon as the me Smelting .1 to
dred would be a reasonable rate from
easy.
air
the
from
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arrive
The appeal of L. Bradford Prince
chanicians
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The
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entire
acre tracts, still available al to places safety.
Arizona points to the Mississippi Tiver mostly forty
When selling was suspended the
on behalf of the owners of the San NO CHANGE IN THE
of Mount Etna appears to be In ebul ship will be taken to Colfax, where re
for settlers.
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of
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SITUATION.
and
the
fully
east,
will be made. Fowler will start market redounded a slight fraction
Marcos pueblo grant
adds that the 3,600 acres lition.
The
pairs
report
seven-cen- t
became almost lifeless on the
rate now in effect.
sidered and the board took the fol
on the
This afternoon it was reported that the instant the craft is put In order. but
project were planted
Examiner Prouty, who is a son of to sugarHuntley
range of prices.
higher
Several
Take
Days.
lowing stand: ' "That this grant was J. W. Kline Again Alters His Plans
volMay
beets this year and that the 79 new fissures had i pened in the
Prices crumbled away again in
Commissioner C. A. Prouty, will preand Leaves Los Angeles for
rnnflrmed and patented for 1,895.44
Towle, Calif., Sept IS. A freight
will be large. Heavy; yields' in cano since the disturbance began.
crop
under a bear attack in
sent the evidence taken here to the small
acres. The acreage of this grant was
Salt Lake.
car laden with various parts of aerograins are reported. :
Fifty Shocks In 24 Hours.
commission for adjustment Both the
here today from Reno which United States. Steel, Union Pa- '
raised by the board of county comarrived
planes
The river oi iava which is moving Aviator Fowler at once busied himsell cific and other well known stocks
missioners to 40,000 acres, and valued (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Santa Fe and Southern Pacific roads AMERICAN OFFICIALS FORMALLY
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 13. Again were
slowly northward, has increased in vol- In going over 4he assortment, hoping eclipsed their previous low figures of
at $20 per acre for assessment purposat
the
represented
hearing by
RECEIVE ADMIRAL KWANG. ume and extended eight miles from
to find what is necessary for the re the year. Union Paciflcc was driven '
es, making, a total" assessment of changing his plans, J. W. Kline, counsel.
its source. The houses of several pair of his biplane. If the needed down to 159
which compares with
board
the
of
of
em
this
the
Harriman
On
spokesman
shop
request
$800,000.
to
Wire
New
Mexican) peasants have been overwhelmed.
(Bv Special leased
he expects to resume 1C3 at the close yesterday, and 192
chairman of the board of county com ployes committee, left today for Salt PUEBLO FIREMAN TO
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are
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13.
D
Rear
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Washington,
The earthquakes continue, terrifying hla flieht from Alta within two or the highest on July 22. Missouri Pamissioners of Santa Fe county, I. Lake. Kline said yesterday it was
MEET WHITE MAN'S HOPE. Admiral Ching Pin Kwang, the second the
cific showed a loss of 2
Reading
people for miles about. At
three days.
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2
to
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fifty shocks were recorded during 24
Ogden, Utah, Sept 13. A biplane, dian Pacific, and Amalgamated Cop
Bout If It Detho Celestial Empire to Visit the wa- hours.
snort,
twenty times. We are unable to as- - ference committee. Franklin, Ryan,
without
engine, left Ogden this morn per 2, and U. S. Steel 1
ters of the United States ths cruisgenerates Into Prize Fight
Fowler.: The machine covering caused a slight fractional
certain whether the boundaries' of and Buckalew, left last night for Tuc
Aviator
for
ing,
er Hai Chi, now lying in New York
Santa Fe county were extended to ad son, El Paso, San Antonio, end Hous (By Special leased Wire to New
expressed from the east, which reach- rally.
Mexican) Harbor was formally received here BRILLIANT ARMY MANEUVER8
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mit this increased acreage, or whether ton.
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York,
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of
American
by' officials
New York, Sept. 13. The market
this great excess' was taken from adheld in reserve.
been
to Kline, there is still no Rart Morris contest on Friday night today
According
tion.closed steady. The fall In prices cul-- ,
joining lands, presumably owned by change in the shop craft situation.
is stirring up about as much interest
Invading Army le Defeated and Theruinated soon after 2:15 p. m., and
other parties and returned by them
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LEGER
a
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ST.
here
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for
AMERICAN
Another Strike Vote, j
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by
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was an irregular recovery which
there
for taxation. ' '.
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fendere of. Capital.
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"On ; account of this phenomenal
amounted to a point in Union Pacific.
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in some quarters as
is
forth
exact.
the
situation
which
ting
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United States Steel, however, clung
and unaccounted for increase of acre- confronts
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Prince Palatine Owned By W. K.
the Illinois Central Railroad a "white hope" his manager says that
rigidly to near Its low level, the stock
age of that grant, this board declines shopmen in their threatened strike should he win he will not push him (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Waldeck, Mecklenburg-Strelitz- ,
In Under Wire
Sept.
Comes
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 13.
to sustain the action of the board of and
being affected in part by the less hope13. The Imperial army maneuvers.
l
FirSt.
r
asking for another strike vote, to meet Johnson until the Oklahoma
to the convention
were
of Santa Fe
ful character of the trade reviews and
presented
county commissioners
with
ended
this
the
morning
complete
were today sent to members of the var Giant has learned more of the box- of the International Union of Bakery
county and said appeal is hereby ious unions
defeat of the Invaders who had sought (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) talk that the government would begin
game.
ing
involved.
Workers, urging to hew a way to the German
granted, and the treasurer of Santa Fe
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on the reports of the flying men. (Bv Special leased Wire ta New Mexican) right arm. The dog belonged to Can- egy
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ommend that such requirement be re- the south' cotton crop. Mr. Barrett a prise fight the sheriff is at liberty X
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as to require the coun Tillage of Waste! reports a domestic newly commissioned governor general X himself greatly impressed, with X ated various swindling games which (Br Special Leaaen' Wire to New Mexican) Ballard of Denver, Colorado, has been
. be so amended
.
him $1,500,000 in the last few
Montgomery, Ala.,, Sept 13. The appointed Bishop of the Independence
ty treasurer, under adequate penalty ttoageoj?, . a laborer named Zautsei of Canada, is engaged to marry Prin- X the apparent prosperity of San-- X netted was
still held in custody today, Southern cotton growers conference Stake,
church ot Jesos
in collect all taxes by distraint on while suffering from melancholia, cut cess Irene, daughter ot the Grand X ta Fe and believes that the next X years,
who Is X future will show greet progress X while federal officials were searching today gave out an estimate of this Christ ot Latter Day Saints, succeedpersonal property within a fixed time the .throats of his wife, and five chil Duchess
for Edward Starkloff, reputed to be his year's cotton crop as "approximately ing Rhoderick May, arsigned to the"
X for the city.
,
dren, with a raior and then hanged a sister of Emperor Nicholas ot
himself.
1
X X S.X X X
X X ft X X S S S X1 chief partner.
. (Continued on Page Five.)
12,500,000 bales."
Ei:tih Isles.
The territorial board of equalization
adjourned yesterday afternoon, after
making several interesting recommendations with regard to the assessment of property and the collection of
taxes.
The first day's session was occupied
entirely hearing appeals and on the
following day action was taken on
these appeals. S. Floersheim's appeal
from the raising of assessment in
Mora county of his land from 40 cents
an acre to $1 was sustained in part
and fixes the valuation of 2,000 acres
of dry farming at $1 and 2,000 acres
of grazing lands at 40 cents. The appeal of the New Mexican Mining Company owners and the Galisteo Company, lessee of the Ortiz Mine Grant,
was sustained by the board in part and
the following valuations are fixed by
the board: 3,000 acres, mineral lands
at $15 an acre, $45,000; 51,000 acres
grazing land at 40 cents an acre, S20.--

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Berlin, Sept. 13. During the last
few days both at the foreign office
and In social circles, the minister of
foreign affairs, Von
has expressed implicit confidence
Kiderlin-Waech-te-
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CASCARETS

The Little Store

official flag of the post was destroyed
by fire recently.

INSURE

MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

1NSI0EGLEANUNESS

Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound
For quick and definite results.

;

DENVER BREAD

For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for

rt

CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, for
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
For sale by all druggists.

;

Ford Water

was touched the middle of last week,
but as supplies have run smaller since
then prices have recovered a little.
Run Is 6,000 here today, market strong
to 5 higher, top $7.35, bulk of sales
$7.10 to $7.30. No very great Increase
in receipts Is expected before the
early winter, and it looks like present
values should hold good, particularly
in view of the fact that they are two
dollars lower than a year ago at this
time.
Sheep and lambs are running to

x

By-an- d

INT
WE

C

GROCERY

x

We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

d

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

LOUIS NAPOLEON

19 1 Black.

WHOLESALE

SEPTEMBER

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

PIAN05 7 PIANOS

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers In New Mexico
and Arizona.
n
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plana
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lli- v
Milton and the World Famous Cecillan deman Co. will meet every customer
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way In making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple and satThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

Chlckering Bros.
Buih and Lane.
Learnard-Llndeman-

Jesse-Frenc-

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

::

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Death of Mrs. Lockhart
After suffering from chronic Bright's
disease for two years, Mrs. Ellen L.
Lockhart, wife of Henry Lockhart,
died at the Lockhart country home
Mrs. Lockhart
of Albuquerque.
was a resident of New Mexico for 28
years, 22 of which were spent in
Mrs. Lockhart leaves
Albuquerque.
her husband, Hnry Lockhart, two
sons and five daughters, and four FIRST
grandchildren.

year-nort-

Phone

h

::

Established

1900

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

Building Materials Dawson Coal.
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
Get your order in. The price is right.

Near Union Depo

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

FRUIT BOXES
FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

436 Canon Road.

Phone

19

Black.

Latest

B. P.
have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIRST
CLA8S LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Phone 139 Red

Santa Fe, N. M i

;

Phone

,

11
L0
--

I

1

t
,

k

I

It

Phone

OUTING

14

'

HATS

of Unique Sao Joan Potter)
Artistic

Cards.

Framing.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

r,

g

Why Import Mineral Water ?
:

n

WHEN

:

THE

YOU CAN GET

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

-

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

'

--

oal

i

rv.

.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Steam Coal.
-

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

fSrXirSSgf
Telephone 85

Telephone 85

.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD C A I C
I Uli OiiLL

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with' the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuqne at a Bargain.

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE

'

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

L

'Phone 9

CHAS. CLOSSON

fie

hi Need of Anyflitar
hi the UVERY LINE
Drivers Furnished.

Dm Gaspar Ave.

FIR5T CLASS HACK SERVICE

i

War: Mm

f Kiiicrs

at

nlw

urlf

aAOM.ro
-

.

n.lii m4 uMu
tiesszs ccziicl ho.
-

hM Mas 1tt

'

.

j

WITH US

It is not merely a

V

We offer you only the HIGHEST CLA35 OF. GOODS whether it b seriously
The quality we uphold. We use
needed PRUG5 OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES
the most careful methods in catering to yoar pleasure te make every deal a iMtlsfac- -

j?

: :
tory one. ANY DRUQ OR MEDICINE YOU GET MERE 15 RIGHT
IF YOV ARE NOT AQ CUSTOMER HERE, YOU SHOULD

J

:

'

J

?

c

Zook's Pharmacy

i

Your

question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

:

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

blue-water- y

V

Zook's Pharmacy

in Hand Color

f Post

Ca-tan-

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
Williams

SUMMER

New aud Full Assortment

,

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N.M.

THAT

MEXICAN

it

FRUIT BOXES

If Its Hardware We Have

AT TRINIDAD, COLORADO.

Sip'-o-ph-

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

14.

FOR

AID CONTEST

Heiress Fatally Injured In Auto.
Each Mine in Colorado, Utah, WyomMiss Carola Woerishoffer. 26 years
ing and Arizona Is Entitled to
old, daughter of the late Charles F.
Send One Team.
WToerishoffer, of New York, and heirAnd they say this life is stranger
ess to millions, suffered injuries of
The mine operators of the Rocky
Than a dream dreamt long ago,
which she died in an automobile acci Mountain district
announce
that a
And they say this life is stranger still
?
car
Her
dent near Cannonsville.
First Aid contest will be held under
Than anything they know.
with the
For they own their father's wisdom, ThrJl nf
Hh
hrnVpr, nne'tnelr auspices, in cooperation
United States Bureau of Mines and
And no fear or grief have they
known
not
is
a
It
lung.
puncturing
condiIn the womb of the
whether the steering gear broke or the American Red Cross. The
ere
as
contests
such
In the land of Sip'ophe.
tions
governing
woman
she lost control of the car. A
follows:
CHORUS.
companion escaped unhurt. At the
1. Every mine operating la Colo
time of her death Miss Woerishoffer,
Once amid an awful dying
as a woman's trade union league in rado, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona and
be entitled to send
Lord Avanyu ceased to bless,
vestigator of labor conditions was New Mexico shall
one team; the team to consist of six
Pestilence grew daily greater,
making a tour of the state.
Corn and water daily less;
members, all of whom must be actual
bona fide employees of the mine comAnd in yonder cave an old man
Saloonmen Had License Revoked.
o'er
his
plumes
prayer
Panting
lay
Two saloonmen acused of being im- peting.
2. Competing mines must
submit
While his thoughts already wandered plicated in crooked deals in their
to
committee
not latheir
the
entries
To the .and of sip'ophe.
of
licenses
had
business
their
places
CHORUS.
revoked by the fire and police board ter than September 10th, 1911.
at Denver. E. E. Ray, proprietor of 3. The program will consist of five
a saloon at 1704 Arapahoe street, was First Aid events, comprising the
Passed the
Spiders
Who spy travelers and enmesh,
implicated by the police In an attempt- treatment of the more common injur
ed "wire tapping" deal in which a les received in mines, and one event to
Passed the alien Athaoascan.
in the place tried consist of the use of the mine rescue
gang of hangers-oWho wouIq slay him In the flesh.
to get $5,000 from a helmet. The first aid vents will be de
unsuccessfully
Passed the feather-buil- t
pueblo
farmer. The saloon was owned by the termined upon by the judges and will
Where the Parrot people stay,
Morris Ly- be given to contestants immediately
Passed the great
world- - Wiener Wine Company.
ons who operated a . saloon at 1319 before the particular contest is startrim
Nineteenth street, owned by the Tlvo-l- i ed.. '
;"
To the land of Sip'ophe.
4. In each contest all teams1 will
Brewing Company! had his license
CHORUS.
revoked for slugging a man there a compete at one and the same time, exweek ago.
cept in the helmet contest when the
I am for the moment weary
place of the competitors will be deterOf this gaining goal by goal,
CATTLE RECEIPTS ON
mined by lot.
Ending but in Imperfection,
INCREASE AT KANSAS CITY.
5. The Judges 'will consist of army
With but doubtings to console,
surgeons, or surgeons not connected
And earth's smallness and earth's
Doing Well on Pastures and Owners in any way with any mining company
sameness
Are Holding Back Sheep and
interested.
Fill me with a wild dismay
Lambs Running to Market
6. Medals of the American Red
How I long to ro exploring
Cross will be presented to the IndividIn that Land of
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 13. Cattle ual winners of the events and AmeriCHORUS.
receipts last .week were slightly larg- can Red Cross first aid boxes to the
er than in the previous weekjbut were
teams. A cup will also be
still far below the run same week a winning
awarded in the six men full team con- on
year ago. Cattle are doing well
This will be completed for an-- .
IRBUND THE STATE
pastures now, and owners are holding nuajiy Said cup shall be held by the
lJttll.ll.U-- ,
utti.iv.
,uiuiauu B.UU
,V(1,
'VeVween annual contests but
larly are running short of a year at
Detwee'1t.
Marriage License.
this time.
These conditions would cmf8vbecome
the permanent property
A marriage license has been Issued
two snail
t
,oo,, ,,,
to Tomasita Gonzales, aged 17, and
month and In October, but there are of the camp furnishing the winning
team for three years in succession.
Samuel Sanchez, aged 22, at Las Ve- those who
say the total supply for
of San Geroni-mo- . this fall is short, and that it will come Three new men must constitute part
gas.' Both are residents
'
along gradually, and not be felt In any of such a team each year to entitle
excessive supply at any time. Owners said team to enter In the cup contest.
Lodged In Insane Asylum.
have been waiting also for an advance
Mrs. Maximillano Montano of Man-zan- in the
market, or at least, for prices a LET THE WANT
Torrance county, and Ludencio little firmer than those prevailing the
COLUMN DO IT.
Sandoval of Santa Fe, were commit- last few weeks.
Middle and upper
ted to the territorial asylum for the grades of killing steers made a small
A good live advertisement In the
insane at Las Vegas by Judge McFie.( advance last week, but quarantines Want column of the New Mexican will
sold a little lower, and stackers and rent any property that is rentable.
Gallup Man Asks for Divorce.
feeders quit the week in bad shape. There is always some one that wants
Faustino Franco of Gallup has filed The run today is 26,000 head, Including what you have got, but you must let
suit for divorce against Jessie Fran- 2.000 calves, which is more in line them know it.
co, at Albuquerque, because she went with usual September Monday runs
home to Joplin, Missouri, and refused than heretofore. Prices are steady to
(100 REWARD, $100.
to return to New Mexico.
10 lower today, the best killers holdThe readers of this paper will be
i
ing steady. Top natives brought $8 pleased to learn that there la at least
Death of Mrs. Harry Morrison.
today, yearlings $7.75, short fed steers one dreaded disease that science has
Mrs. Harry Morrison, the wife of $5.75 to $7.25. Native pasture cattle been able to cure In all Its stages, and
the postmaster at Cherryvale, San Mi- are not nearly as good quality as in that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
guel county, who came to New Mexico recent weeks, and the best rarely get is the only positive cure now known
two years ago from Marceline, Mo., above $7. Quarantine supplies are to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh bedied last week. Three daughters and running double those of a year ago,
a constitutional disease, requires
ing
two sons besides the husband survive. but are decreasing each week, 90 cars a
h
constitutional treatment Hall's
In the southernjdlylsion here today,
Cure is taken internally, acting
She Wore His Shirt Waist.
steers steady to 10 lower, at Si to
upon the blood and mucous
Because his wife Insisted on wearing1 $5.25. Thirteen cars of Colorado steers directly
surfaces of the system, thereby dea negligee which belonged to him,: from Debeque, were here last week,
the foundation of the disease,
Thomas Tullie, a Brooklyn mechanic, 1124 pounds at $5.20 and $4.95. Steers stroying
and giving the patient strength by
38 years old, stabbed her seven times of same brand and from same range
building up the constitution and as
wounding her so severely that she sold at this time last year at $4.65,
nature in doine its work. The
will tile.
and weighed 1147 pounds. Butcher ! sistlng
have so much faith in its
proprietors
to
cows
$3
sell
steadv
today,
grades
curative
that ttyr offer One
powers
to
bulls
Abbott
$3
$5.25.
Presents Flag.
inWn" "anners,
Judge
Hundred
Dollars
for any case that it
to
Stockers
A flag presentation meeting of the $4.40, calves $4.50
$7.75.
Send for list of testiG. K. Warren post. Grand Army of and feeders dfc!i"?d 10 to 25 cents falls to cure.
the Republic at Albuquerrpp is to be last week, slow fteady today, stork- - monials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toheld on the 7th of next month to re- - ers $3.50 to $5.25, feeders $4.25 to
'
ledo, O.
.
celve as the gilt of Justice Ira A. Ab- - $5.85.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c. :.
Ibott of the second Judicial district , Hog supplies are Increasing which
and associate justice of the supreme affords packers ' opportunity to en- - Take Hall's Bemily Pills for constipaccurt of New Mexlcoc, a new flag. The force declines. The low spot recently tion.
Earth-mothe-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

w

Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn!
Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass
Phone Black

CHOKtTSv

To the land of Sip'ophe
is their day,
Where our night-tim- e
Where man's thoughts and deeds are

BUY ONE OF OUR SAWS AND IT WILL BE THE BEST SAW
"YOU EVER SAW."
ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL
STAND
THE HARDEST
WEAR. LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT- - US
THE KINDS THAT BEST STAND THE TEST.
WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, AND WE KNOW WE
CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.

different
To the land of Sip'ophe.

RETAIL

&

,

I

Gazette.)
Now the ranges flush with purple
And the canyon's depths grow dim,
valley
;And the yellow-ridgeFades beyond the mesa-rim- .
And I stand here in the twilight
By the mute mounds of Puye,
While 'he sun is slowly sinking
To the land of Sip'ophe.

market in extremely great numbers
from the northwest, and prices are
Chicago and Omaha are
tumbling.
overloaded every day, the former mar
ket having 40,000 today, and Omaha
50,000. These conditions make a very
mean market for sellers. Run here
today is 12,000, and while supplies at
this point are fairly heavy, they are
nothing like the runs at Northern
points, and the stuff can be moved
easily here. Prices are steady here
today, best lambs worth $5.50,
iings $4.25, wethers $3.60, ewes $3.35,
breeding ewes $3.75. Feeding lambs
bring up to $5.25, and feeding sheep
sell in line with killers.
'

;

The Delicatessen Store

13, 1911.

Hay Fever and Summer Golds

Grandmother at Thirty.
A grandmother of two children at
The Millions of Cascaret Users Never the age of 29 and three at 30 years,
la the record of Mrs. E. W. Bender,
Have Headache, Constipation,
of Atlanta, Georgia. It is claimed that
Biliousness or Sick Stomach.
Mrs. Bender is the youngest grand- It is more necessary that you keep mother on record,
your Bowels, Liver and Stomach clean, j
'
Bootlegging and
pure and fresh than it is to keep thei
sewers and drainage of a large city j John Ballinger was fined $350 and
costs at Greeley,
Colorado, on a
free from obstruction.
Are you keeping clean inside with charge of bootlegging. Afterwards he
Cascarets or merely forcing a pass- was turned over to the county and a
Melons
Rocky
lodged against
ageway every few days with salts, charge of
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is him by his wife.
They are so Delicious.
important.
Murder Forty-siYears Ago.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and .
Ti'hen the case of former Lieutenant
regulate the stomach, remove the
sour, undigested and fermenting food Daniel W. Byars is called at Bonham,
and foul gases; take the excess bile; Texas, a week from next Thursday,
from the liver and carry out of the two Arkansas men will give testimony
system the decomposed waste matter that will decide whether or not
poison in the intestines and ars shall be punished for the double
bowels.
killing of Captain Harris and his son
No odds how badly and upset you on March 5, 1SG5, forty-siyears ago.
feel, a Cascaret tonight will straight
en you out by morning. They worx
Saloonkeeper a Bankrupt
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
box from
while you sleep. A
Sylvester Swadley, formerly a part
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. ycur druggist will keep your entire ner in the proprietorship of the Ar- GIVE
REGISTER
family feeling good for months, uon 1 cade saloon and later of the Bridge
forget the children their little msmes bar at Las Vegas, has been adjudged
need a good, gentle cleansing, too.
a bankrupt by Judge Clarence J. RobIS
erts. Leo Tipton has been named as
THE LAND OF SIP'OPHE.
referee. A meeting of creditors will
(By J. P. H. in the Rito de los Frijoles be held the latter part of this month.
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REST MADE EASt.

There Will be Lew Sleeplessness
When Santa Fe People Learn
This.
Can't rest at night with a bad back.
A lame, a weak or an aching one.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad
backs.

Are for other kidney ills.
They are endorsed by Santa Fe
people.
Locario Lopez, Agua Frla St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., Says: "I have had no
severe return attack of kidney trouble
since using Doan's Kidney Pills several years ago. Now and .then I have
suffered from backache, but at such
times Doan's Kidney Pills have given
prompt relief. For a long time I was
made miserable by attacks of kidney
complaint and my back was often so
lame and painful that I could scarcely
I did not sleep well
do anything.
and no matter whether I was lying
down or standing up, the trouble was

present The kidney secretion

annoy-

ed me both day and night by their irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After
several remedies had failed to help
me, I used Doan's Kidney Pills and
they lived up to all the claims madea
for them.
I never hesitate to say
gpod word for Doan's Kidney Pills
when the opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents, Foster-Milbur-n
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Herewith are some Dargains offered
fc? the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings. $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico. 1889, 18 Jl and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
Sheriff's Flexlbli
full leather $3.
Cover Pock t Dockets, single, $1.25;
New
two or mere books, $1 each.
Supreme Court Reports, Nos
and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
nation Corporation Las, 75 c. Com
ilatio Mining Laws, "0 c Moaey't
digest of New Mexico Reports. fuD
been. $R.59r full lint school blanks.

m

San Geronimo
CELEBRATION
Sept.

Oct.

29-3-

.

turesque festivities performed by the
Come and
North American Indians.
briar your family and enjoy

your-selve- s.

RATES ON ALL RAILROADS.

SUN

COMMITTEE

GERONIMO

Box 30.

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed on
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

PHONE RED 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

,

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
,
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
,
short Orders at All Hours.
B.OARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
New York Chop Suey 60c

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
' RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

ency at O. K. Barber Shop.
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
,

Phone Red No. 21.

Phone, Red No. 2

UOOD'YS HACK LIKE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Train.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
north bound train and arrives at
tho
'
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
iMv. ; Goad aoveraa- hacks and need
teams. Faro 9540 round trip. Teams
ftntilshed commercial , men to um in
t"-- surrounding towns.
Wire Embwdo
,

-

LEANS

THAT

Unity Building at Chicago
SJThat Wrecked Altgeld Is
to Be Dismantled

PAGE THREE

I
them up, It would be useless for us to that If a house were on fire the owner!
i should
to
it."
do
to
put the flames out. "If that
Democratic
the
go
party
PROGRESSIVES
Tatapboae fos4 35 and hay
house were mine and I knew it invest
Prichard Pleads for Harmony.
orders delivered.
This hit on the Democrats was re- ed with vermin, with centipedes,
or
a
was
harborer
of
and
thieves
ceived with prolonged cheering.
I'd say iet it burn!'" Mr.
Then Colonel Prichard asked that
If
the wording of the declaration of prin Hughes roared the words and brought
ciples be changed so as not to give a dozen men to their feet as the audioffense to any Santa Fe county politi ence applauded vociferously.
31 ALE, YttJ) CGEttY, UCC3I SODA, BON HEW
RousLarge Audience Heard
cians at this juncture when "diplomChairman Hanna also spoKe in deUCTEEO, KLONDIKE fill, COCO COLA, :: x x
acy is so necessary" if the party lead fense of the principles as drawn up
ing Speeches at Delgado
ers are to work harmoniously and for and said that the time had come to
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
,
Hall Last Night
the best interests of a winning ticket. take a definite stand in the interests
Colonel Prichard Insisted that this of good government and to serve notttfafeudefna S1RU BOTTLING WOKS HBMY UttCI,
filteed vaier
Dl Tl
Proprietor.
MD UIOMIHIV MinC ls not tne time t0 nit county leaders tice what the league intended to do.
I LLH
run Mil T U 1 1 T AUL , over the head with a club because Pro He was applauded and as a vote was
J
gressive
publicans may disapprove taken on the adoption of the princi..
.
tneir political methods. The colonel ples, no one opposed them. Then the
But Majority Vote to Threaten naid a tribute to the Republican nar- - pudience was invited to advance one
Revolt Unless Demands Are
ty declaring that its very origin was by one and sign the principles.
due to a spirit of progressiveness and
Granted.
that except in a few instances, the Re
publican party has always been a pro- I
WINES
ueigaao Hail was crowded last night gressive party and all progressive
with Republicans and Democrats who movements have come from within
"talked over matters" Of the coming! that party. He said that he for one
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
election: who listened to the hurnine would not holt the Remjbliran nartv
Socorro County.
words of impassioned
orators; whojon the ground that better material
The Deadwood mines' last cleanup
heard local Conditions Scored and who mild ho fnrnit In nv other nnrtr.
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
at Mogollon, produced 4,300 ounces of
j
bowled with delight as a telling point
Attorney E. P. Davies follqwed Col- - gold and silver bullion. The week's
was made.
0nel Prichard and sDoke alone the tonnage of ore treated was 375, with
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION IN
Every profession, even that of the same lines saying that if a man's 20 sacks of concentrates. Twenty-fiv- e
THE SOUTHWEST
ministry, was represented at the house is on fire he should put out the feet of development work was done
meeting which was an enthusiastic flames and not let the house burn in the mine in that same period, all of
LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC
one from the moment Chairman R. H. down.
which-wain ore. At the Ernestine
Hanna struck the table with his gavel
Attorney Francis C. Wilson replied Mining Company, the framework of
Academic and Preparatory Courses form Separate Departments
calling it to order until adjournment! briefly to Colonel Prichard asking him the new power house is erected and
was taken nearly three hours after to state what there was in the decla the building is ready for its covering
Send for Prospectus
Boarding and Day Students.
ward.
rations of principles of the league that of galvanized, corrugated iron. ConH. H. Dorman was selected as sec could be termed "obnoxious."
crete foundations for engines, genera
Studies Resumed
BROTHER EDWARD. PRES
Colonel Prichard took the copy of tor and compressor will be laid at
retary and Attorney Hilario L. Ortiz,
September 5th.
the
was
out
and
4b0
the once. The week s ore treated
Interpreted.
principles
pointed
Mr. Dorman, on request of the chair clause he thought "hit certain leaders tons, with 44 sacks of concentrates.
man, read the declaration of princi- over the head."
The last
cleanup for August
The colonel reiterated his state- - amounted to 5,145 ounces, troy of gold
ples drawn up by the dozen or more
and silver bullion; four tons of concentrates were shipped for the period. New Mexico
Some important discoveries have recently been made in the mine. At the
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SOFT DRINKS
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NO MORE

HORSE OMNIBUSES

-

I

Children of City Slums to Be
Trained in Scientific Agri-

culture.

-

Chicago, Sept 13. The commercial
interests of Chicago have won a long
to
fight with the express companies
secure a reduction In express rates in
Illinois and a general cut will go into effect October 1 of from ten to
twenty-fiv- e
per cent.s The order has
been Issued by the Illinois railroad and
warehouse commission, and will be
obeyed. Some years ago the business
interests of Chicago started the fight
for lower rates and convinced the
commission that a reduction should
be made. The order was Issued but
the express companies fought it, declaring the commission had no right
to fix rates, though it might Investi
the
gate them. Tho courts upheld
companies. At the last session of the
legislature a law was passed enlarg
ing the powers of the commission and
explicitly giving it the power to fix
express rates. Under this law the
new order of reduction has been Issued. At first the companies were inclined to contest it, but they have decided to put the new rates into effect
as "a trial." The schedule of merchandise 100 pound rates ranges from
40 cents for thirty miles or under,
up to $2 for 500 miles. The present
charge for 100 pounds, thirty miles, is
50 cejits.
Similar reductions have
been made on small package ship
ments.

j

j

COURSES-COMMERC-

y

Military

Institute

Maud Mining company, work is being
prosecuted in the shaft and drius
therefrom, with two of the latter reported as being In good ore. Upwards
of 20 men are employed. At the Oaks
company good progress is being made
in the advance of the tunnel. Lumber and material for a blacksmith shop
and a dwelling for workmen is being
delivered at he site. A shipment of
high grade ore was made from the Little Charlie mine of the Mogollon Gold
and Copper company this work.
Dona Ana County.
The Aztec Copper company has a
shaft down about 90 feet on a property in Modoc canyon on a fine body of
copper ore which averages about 25
per cent. The Big Three company ls
taking out some high grade silver-leaore and is getting readyMo make ship
d

fifty-seve-

Continued en Pa;

)

ments to the smelter. This property
located about two miles north of the
Memphis and Torpedo at Organ. It is
expected that the
will again resume operations in about
CO days.
Mr. Lindail, general manager of the Dona Dora mines, has arrived in- camp and is getting ready to
resume operations on the Dona Dora
property.
Sierra County.
Pete Hidalgo, who returned trom a
trip over into Grant county a few
days ago, reports the McGee smelter
situated near the head of Donahue
canyon, just across the apex of the
Black Range, in Grant county, and
close to the Carpenter mining district,
as running full blast Pete says the
smelter started up last Sunday and ls
PRICHARD,
Meeting Last Evening.
apparently doing good work. He also
t
says it ls reported that the owners
of the Reld gold claims, situated not
ment that suavity of manner is need- - far from the smelter, are briskly end now in order to secure harmony.
gaged in developing their properties,
Levi Hughes Speaks.
it being alleged that they have foui
Then Levi A. Hughes, who was sit feet of ore that averages ten dollars to
ting peacefully near the door smoking the ton in gold. Development work
a cigarette, Jumped to his feet and on the Golden Era, owned by Mr. E. H.
with Patrick Henry like fire, poured Bickford, of Lake Valley, is making a
forth the vials of his wrath on "'men good showing as development
prowho buy votes" and on "men who gresses. Recent development has dis
have been notoriously corrupt In of closed a good body of ore that Rives
fice" and on men "who use office or returns of about $30,000 In gold, silver,
office holders for their own selfish, and copper, the principal values being
mercenary ends." He took issue with gold. Mr. Quinner, the inventor ot the
Colonel Prichard on using lady-lik- e
Qulnner dry ore pulverizer, visited the
English for the declaration of some ot Hlltscher Bros., pulverizing plant at
the principles of the Progressive the Placers last Saturday. We under
League and said that the only kind stand that Mr. Quinner left very well
of language some men in Santa Fe satisfied with the
workings of the Hlltcounty understand is the kind used scher plant, and also that he is very
by the league In that copy of Its prin favorably Impressed with the Placer
ciples.
country, and may possibly return and
i
He took a flying shot at Attorney install one of his
huge plants in that
Davies' statement who. he declared
locality. Sierra County Advocate.
had said "with tears in his voice'
i3

Bennett-Stephenso-

of

GEORGE W.
Who Addressed Progressive

Progressives" who met a few days
These articles were listened to
with rapt attention.
They were the principles of Progres
sive Leagues, with an addition stat
ing that if notoriously dishonest men
were nominated on the county ticket,
the Progressives would refuse to vote
for them; they would go outside the
party if necessary to elect good men.
Then the fireworks were set off.
Colonel George W. Prichard, former
attorney general of New Mexico,
made a lengthy and eloquent speech,
emphasizing the importance of elect
ing good men to office "in this crisis
of the Republican party in New Mex
ico." He declared that only such
men could be put up with a hope of
winning at the polls. He counseled,
however, against the movement to go
outside the party to select honest men
and said: "God knows that If the Re
publican party can't find them to put
ago.

n

i

A

n

or immigrants, from drifting to the
larger cities. If a branch is located
in western Canada the "students" will
be given practical demonstration work
in all branches of farming adapted to
locality and climate.
Annual Fall Crop Movement.
As an evidence of the ability of Chi
cago banks to help furnish the mon
ey for the annual fall crop movement, the last financial statement
shows an increase in deposits of more
than a hundred million dollars over
last September, in the fifteen national
n
state institutions. The
and
state banks hold $488,073,288 and the
national banks $456,578,898. The total amounts to $914,652,186 as compared with $824,374,447 a year ago.
This is a gain of $120,277,739 or nearly fifteen per cent. The largest gain
was made by the state banks,
or a little more than 19 per
cent. The cash resources of all the
banks have Increased by $46,561,246.
This means nearly fifty millions more
available for the use of the western
One of the reasons given
country.
for this good showing is the system
of clearing house , examinations inaugurated in Chicago which has been
adopted by New York, Philadelphia,
St Louis, Pittsburg and other cities.
In effect this system makes the clearing house association responsible for
the solvency of every hank belonging
to it
Leaning Tower In Chicago.
' There ls a
leaning tower of Pisa in
Chicago, hut it isn't going to stay because Building Commissioner
Henry
Erlcson says it will : have to be
straightened immediately. It is one of
the first skyscrapers built in the city
the Unity building which was erected
by the late John P. Altgeld and which
was the cause ot his financial distress.
The Unity is one Of the few remaining
large buildings in downtown Chicago
which has a "floating foundation,"
made of piles driven deep Into the
ground but not deep enough to reach
bedrock.- - It la thirty inches out of
plumb at the top floor. All of the new
er buildings .rest upon concrete pillars tha(t fleach to bedstock, som
times as deep as a hundred and thirty
feet The Unity building will : be
"Jacked up" immediately. Recent inspections showed that the south side
of the building was gradually settling and If permitted to continue
might collapse eventually. It was out
of plumb twenty Inches a year ago,
and leaned outward another ten inches in the course of a year. This ls
said to be Independent of the normal
swaying of tall buildings due to winds,
some of which bend away from perpendicular by seven or eight inches
in a hard wind.
Horse Omnibuses Must Go.
The familiar .old horse omnibuses
running between the Northwestern
station and the retail stores in Stats
street in Chicago have had sentence
passed upon them, and they will males
war, October. 1, for electric lighted,

IAL,

j

National Farm School.
Announcement is made by the Chi
cago supporters of the National Farm
School, a college devoted to the, train
ing of the children of the slums In
that
scientific agricultural methods,
Dr. Krauskopf is planning to establish
a branch in one of the western Cana
dian provinces, probably in Alberta.
Dr. Krauskopf, who Is the founder and
president of the National Farm School
recently established a branch on a
He Is in
10,000 acre tract in Utah.
consultation with the officials of the
Canadian Pacific railroad and the Ca
nadian municipal and provincial au

prominent men, Including
Roosevelt, as one of the methods
preventing the young men, native-bor-

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Hi mine

j

thorities, with a view to securing a
tract of similar size In western Cana
da. Dr. Krauskopt was a close friend
of the late Count Tolstoi, and has devoted most of his life to a study of
children and the methods of training
them.' The chief object of the Nation
al Farm School ls to place youths on
farms and interest them in the establishment of Jewish agricultural colo
nies throughout the northwest in the
United States and Canada. The movement has been endorsed by many

1, 1911.

This year will be the best
ever. Many new attractions have been added, Indian Dances and Sports
never before done in public. Horse Racing for which
good purses will be offered,
Broncho Busting; Balloon
Ascension and other attractions. Be sure and come
and bring your camera.
Your last Chance to see the most pic

SKY SCRAPER

M.

'

Baby Drank Bottle of Ink.

Walter Bennett, 17 months old, of
Denver, drank a bottle of ink but
when Police Surgeon Ackley was called the baby gleefully played with the
doctor's watch chain and romped and
played on the floor. "What has become of the ink?" cried the districted mother of the baby. "Shortly after he drank the ink his eyes had a
glassy look and I was afraid he was
going to die." The tot showed no ill
effects from the Ink. His mother had
administered a pint of cream and other remedies. :.
FOB CONSTIPATION
",

-

r
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HILARIO L. ORTIZ,

That Does Not Cost Anything Unless It Satisfies.

A Medicine

.

v.

','

Aotvo tatlelpent and Official interpreter of Progressive Meeting
? '
Evening aM (Candidate for State' Senate.

The active medicinal Ingredients of
Rexall Orderlies, which is odorless,
tasteless and colorless, 1b an entirely
new discovery. Combined with other
extremely valuable ingredients. It
forms a perfect bowel regulator, intestinal .invigorator and strengthener.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like candy,
and are notable for their agreeable-nes- s
to the palate and gentleness of
action. They do not cause griping or
any disagreeable effect or inconvenience.
;
Unlike other preparations for a like
purpose, they do not create a habit,
but instead fhey overcome the cause
of habit acquired through the use ot
ordinary . laxatives, cathartics and
harsh physic, and permanently remove
the cause of constipation or Irregular
bowel action. ,
We will refund your money without
argument if they do not do as we say
they will. Three sixes, 50c, 25c, and
10c. Sold only at our store The Rex-a-l
Last
Store. Fischer Drug Co., 232 Sal
Francisco Street '

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
ed
"The West Point of the Southwest-Bankby United States War De
partment as "Distinguished Institu
tion." Army officers detailed by war
Department
Through Academic course, prepar
ing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the

3

season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
n all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated
address:
al!
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COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent
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Pleasing to the eye, the foot and
the pocketbook. In other words,
exclusive appearance, perfect fit, I
and moderate price. We believe
that no woman who sees these
shoes will pass them by. We
urge critical inspection.

FOR MEN
They are corking good
shoes. The quality is
right there, and when
it comes to style and

fit they are
spicuous
possible

so con-

that it is im-

to

overlook
them. We show the
latest models in all

the popular leathers,
PAT. CALF, GUN METAL, BOX CALF,
VICI KID, RUSSIAN CALF
(LACE OR BUTTON).
Where
Quality

meets
Price
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-

-
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deceived by demagogues
who have
proclaimed that lessened duties on
wool would mean cheaper blankets,
and lessened duties on cotton cheaper rainment. The public need only go
back to the preceding session of Congress and remember how they were
told that with free hides the cost of
shoes would be greatly reduced. Have
any of our readers discovered that
can buy shoes at a lower price
$2.60 they
since hides were made free?"

NEW MEXICAN

THE NEW mLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY
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A MAN OF THE PEOPLE.
THE MUCK RAKER.
'
is
It
how
and
true, as some of the detractors
Ko matter how unselfish
a political leader may or tioim u. tsursum assert, mai ua
have been in his activities, there are used at one time the pick and shovel.
He was a section hand on the railroad
always many well meaning people in and
in the
every community, whether it be in of Iater helped tha.t is aconstruction
railroads. If
crime, let
Santa Fe, or in Kalamazoo, who insist
that b:ause he has been a political h's lt- political enemies make the most
worker therefore he must have been of
K ,s truf
ls
,that Holm necessarily corrupt.
a mere mining man. The Mogollon
No matter how on just and how un- - dtatrf
Rt pregent tQe
incipai pr0.
founded may be the libels and slan- a
of
,fl ,n New Mex,
ducr
ders circulated against the best of number of years agQ wag suffering
men, there are always peop e, and rom a
iod of depression- - Hoim 0.
sometimes well meaning people, who Rursum
spent a o hig gavings at
worst
the
take delight in believing
that Hme Jn mjnlng ventureg in tne
about a man rather than give him 6isMctt mploying miners and inter-credfor the best in him...
eBtlng outsid capitaL It is true that
When it comes to a man s good name
aftep the coal m(ne8 at Cartnage had
and his reputation, even though he be coge(J down( tnat he intere8ted cipi-- a
office,
for
or
a
candidate
politician
ta, and closed the negotiations that
the conscientious man goes easy, haye resulted in Carthage agaln
believes no rumor or report, com,ng a prosperoug coal camp. If
uuiu iie im maiu uUlu
min- it lg treason to be a railroader,
Ined the witnesses and heard the testi
make
a
man,
workingman,
poor
ing
mony. Would any man want to have tne most'OI jt.
HIS rqputauon passed upon unaer
It is true that Holm O. Bursum is
any less rigorous procedure?
He has not: bemerely a sheepman.
and
No vnatter how conscientious
come rich In this vocation but he has.
faithful, a public official may have gyen employment to many and has
been, there are always people in his gathered first hand knowledge about
ewn town who will insist that he is a one o the greatest industries of the
grafter and has been delinquent in his state, that is being threatened by a

B,

it

public duties.
And because many people insist up- on this notion, it is no wonder, that oc-casionally politicians and office hold- ers do take advantage of their stand- ing or their trust, but the number thus
guilty is surprisingly small, yes, even
in New Mexico.
Speaker Champ (jlark, Democrat, at
his home town of Louisiana, Missouri,

Editor Kleinfelter of the Obar Progress not only furnished the Chamber of Commerce of. Tucumcari with
its striking motto: "We act while
others deliberate!;' but he is also cap
rying the lamp of enlightenment into
far away parts both by printed arid
spoken word. He is down on the pro:
gram of ihe Sixth International Drj
Farming Congress,' October 16 to 20,
for instance, for an address on "The
Part of the Country Newspaper in the
Dry. Farming Propaganda."
In addition to being a distinct recognition of
Quay county as a prominent
first time in
section, this, is
the history of the congress, that the
potential value of .ue country press
as the natural auxiliary of this great
educative movement, has been empha
sized by placing
on the program to
be treated from the country editor's

THE

Cashier.

F. McIANE,

Assistant Ctshier.

NATIONAL BANK

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW
MEXICO.

SANTA FE, N. M.

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

:. :
:
Capital Stock,,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Surplus
Profits,
80,000
.

""'

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Mouldings
S
casings, case,

Sash, Doors,

ie

The world rather likes the map who
stands up for what -- e deems right.
The day is past when the man who
fights for principle is crucified or
burned at the stake, although he may
still be subject to lesser annoyances.
But the public will watch the reformer
very closely; they expect him to be
spotless; they expect him to lean too
far towards righteousness, if such a
thing were possible, rather than to
wink at law transgression, even if
those laws may be obnoxious.
On the statute books of New Mexico, for instance, there are laws about
Sunday observance, about saloon regulation, about gambling, about sundry
other things, on which many men are
apt to disagree; but the laws being
on the statute books, should be obeyed.
At least a man who habitually disobeys them, or who winks t at their
transgression, is hardly the person
who will get more than a respectful
hearing when he assumes to lead the
forces of civic reform and

iB. READ,
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Then Act!

COMPANY
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GENERAL AGENTS,
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point of view.

MOULTON-ESP-

A. HUGHES,

TIE FIRST

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

:.

President.

PALEN,

L

How About That Fire Insurance?

A NATURAL BOOSTER.

2.00

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY,
It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
every postotfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amom. the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

-

L J.

1.00

Weekly, ver year
Weekly, per quarter

-

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Window Frames,

Wainscotting,

Door Frames,
Dry Run F00ring

Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
We solicit

a libera! share of your patronage.

Specifications, Etc.

Estimates cheerfully furnished.

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black
33166.

If you are

.

The Palace Hotel

particular you should buy your bonnet at

MRS. W. LINDHARDT'S MILLINERY STORE ON PALACE

AVENUE,

RPT AllF 0ur goods are of the Iatest importationsnothing
DL

JL

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of persona! and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public otprlvate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment In all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

we have

William Vaughn, Prop.

old.

Beautiful Materials and understand how to use them,

. '.
re uot it.
j
"Don't you care for me any longer?
asked the Trifler tenderly. , . ,1 ' "Yes," replied the loveliest of her
sex slowly, "I assure you that I car
for you quite as much as J did four
years ago."
"But consider, darling," sighed our
poet, "you hadn't heard of me then."
"Can't help it," she snapped; "I care
for you Just as much as I did then I"

One

of the Best Hotels

rooms is surra
Cuisine and
Table Service

with private bat

-

,

Large Sample
Boom for Com
mercial Travelers

Unexcelled

JlTlF

the West
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WASHINGTON AVENUE

Democratic Congress.
t ls true tnat Holm 0 Bursum'S
..DEALER IN..
exeCutive and administrative ability
ls tne resuit of many years of experi-His Quick Recovery.
nce in pubHC positions that did not
"So you have asked me to marry
to
the
shine in
gjve him much time
you?"
The EASLEY REALTY CO., Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe., N. M.
drawing rooms or at dances, but that
"Yes." ",
,
nevertheless tested his mettle. As
"Read the answer in my eyes."
MABEL EASLEY, Business Manager.
Denver has had trouble for years
sheriff, as mayor of Socorro, as super- "Ah, you make me perfectly hap- with periodical
outbreaks
of
territorial
typhoid
the
of
penitenintendent
Special Attention Given to Collection of Accounts and Renfs
fever. At first, the water was blamed. py!"
'
Mary, as member of the legislature,
took these muck rakers,,
answer
is
NO!"
"My
but
was
it
condemonstrated that
finally,
though they are, severely to task, and as member of the constitutional
"That's the way I read lt."
- the city water; like that of Santa Fe.
what he said should be taken to heart vention, as chairman of the Republi- comes
from sources that' ere absolutehe
central
n
territorial
committee,
in Santa Fe especially at this time:
an lnflde vifw of me" ly uncontaminatel.
The Lesser of Two Evils.
Yesterday, the
"It is constantly asserted by the eaIned as
ana motives, OI puunc prouiema auu Rocky Mountain News published the
"He keeps his phonograph going all
unthinlrtTior trint
hava tnn miinri
as any man ever gets following, which fchows that Denver the time when he's at home."
itics and too many politicians," said lstatesmanship,
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
..e vtas a neuvy "traveler.
II
tjm. Duf o yn Tint tn.CA has at last struck the real source of "I should think he'd get tired of
She Are you fond of travel?
the speaker. "When we reflect that
Bur-suCOMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
O.
Holm
fever
in
the
reasons,
why
.,
typhoid
that."
very
that
city: This is the
He I think I must be.
the word 'politics' in its higher and nowould make the ideal man for season of the year in Denver when
"He says it's the only way he can
She
I've
the
circled
six
bler sense, means the science of govglobe
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
of the new State?
typhoid fever has usually reached its drown his wife's voice."
times
matter of 150,000 mile- sernment, we must concede that the governor
well lighted and ventilated,
"One
is
as
as
ad
but
the
other."
to
maximum,
Health
think
according
of it! I suppose you have travmore politicians we have, the better,
Rooms en suite with private bath an phone.
"Not
Commissioner
..The
doesn't
quite.
phonograph
eled more?
Sharpley there is less
THE THOUGHTLESS ACCUSER.
for government affects the happiness
'
'Denver today than at this call him hard names."
in
f,
typhoid
'..
Yes
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New
i I fDna 94MFUB BOOM-'- '
York
i
and
Stamford
that
Mexican
New
and prosperity of every resident beThe
believes,
i
tne
time
e
for
year
twenty-threCHEERFUL
week
DINING
many
qt
every
years.
RATES $2.50 TO"'
day
.THOS. DORAN
tween the two oceans.
yeari
nearly every one in Santa Fe, who has
The marked decrease in typhoid Is
a matter of 462,300 miles Just think
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
IN THE STUDIO.
"Instead of there being too many made the personal acquaintance of
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
Great Scott! (Snaps his watch and
there are not enough. In perintendent Clinton J. Crandall of attributed to the systematic warfare
runs.)
a country whose institutions are based the U. S. Indian Industrial School, and waged by the state and city health
Note by Editor New York to Stamdepartments against flies, refuse, wells
upon popular suffrage, every man who has observed his exemplary
ford, 33 miles x 2 x 300 x 23 la
be a politician, and every man duct in the community, rejoices at the ana to other sanitary measures.
,
Life.
owes a portion of his time, energy outcome of the thorough and extensive
For
some
reason
or
are
there
other,
to
in
and talents
his complete
the service of the state, probe that resulted
more candidates for assessor in the
His Experience.
"It is sometimes urged that there Is vindication from charges that were
s
counties of New Mexico
city, sir, seems to be a very
too much corruption in politics that about as intangible, as the charges twenty-sithan
for
any other office. It Is not
quiet
place for the Fai
good men are defiled by participation that are too often kruited about at
&
...
West"
."
v
therein. That excuse is not tenable, street corners against New Mexico the office that pays the biggest, and
it
is
It
the
office
to
will
which
but
"Yes,
what
is,
certainly
the
you say
In fact, it is preposterous.
Furnished rooms jn connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
territorial, county and municipal
when I tell you the very first day I ai
"No doubt there are corrupt men in ficials, by men or organizations that greatest amount of work and trouble
are
I
in
town
rived
this
attached, for if you want to inmt
222 San Francisco Street
wis held up?"
::
GiLLPE If EUREKA. Proo
::
politics; so are there corrupt men In have enlisted under the banner of
"You were! As the victim of foot
the everlasting enmity of your friend
business and profession, but it form."
pads or road agents?"
13 a consolation to reflect that there
One of the greatest leaders in the you just need to assess his property
"Neither; by the doctor as the finare not so many corrupt ones either in cause of humanity complained about at what it ought to Li assessed. Ta ft
est
In the place."
that
possible
New
under
Mexico's
as
or
in
the
committed
crimes
in the name of
politics
any other walk in life
sessment
are
there
laws,
chanvarious
this year as there were last year, and liberty, and New Mexico may well
Looking Ahead.
through which
there will not be so many corrupt ones pause. Just before election, and con-ne- nels
see
man named George In
"I
every
sate
themselves
for their trouble?
i aider
the selfish schemes and the in
year as there are this year."
In to give a preshas
England
chipped
Perish the thought, but it does, look
ent to King George. There being so
justices that are perpetrated In the
that
there
is
a
such
peculiar,
scramhlA
.MOVING PICTURES ON SUNDAY. name of reform. The unjust, unfound- many Georges, they have raised i
for
when other offices
large sum.
Aug,; is. ab icaoi uue uuun aecision c" auu auiuaujr amy accusations go assessorships
pegging.
cow, that draws the distinction be- - against Mr. Crandall happen to be a
"That makes me think," said Pa
.
tween moving pictures and theaters flagrant example, which besides the
Hoptoad. "Hadn't ve better go slow
Another
Santa
high
Fe
nfflpioi
ip
and other amusements on Sunday, by heartaches and the bitterness they
about naming the' baby Montmoren-ty- l
the "cure" in the Taos valley
laying down the dictum that moving' caused, did no further appreciable taking
Exchange.
ana
incidentally inspecting the St
pictures shows are educational. Just harm, but how often, is this or that
ad focoraaleace by Purchasing Wells
1TP
Louis
Rocky Mountain and Paoifli.
as much as a lecture on archaeology man, this or that candidate, this or
V faVUCJ Ftafgo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
railroad, which is a mighty good prop
The Difference.
illustrated with lantern slides or a that official, pointed out as a
grafter, erty ana demonstrates that with wise De Auber Adore art, do you; I supChecks and Foreign Money Orders
Frost What's the. difference bedissertation on the life of St Paul with j when he has been merely
doing his
lines for local develop- pose you paint yourself a little?
tween a debutante and a suffragette?
pictures of the New Jerusalem thrown duty or simply stood in the way ;of management,
ment purposes can be made to pay and Hiss Gushen (indignantly) Sir!
Snow About . twenty years. Wo'
soaie far less deserving fellow who as- - to pay big. And a local
ln,.
U.
Home Companion.
man's
line
is
Mexico
apt
That the moving picture or "ten- - nired tn hi
t
nffi. Wr.
not to have
f
of the vicissitudes
cent show is here to stay ls
these accusers, as In the case and troubles that some of the bie svs.
dent considering the myriads of,0f Mr.
'
Crandall, can not prove their terns seem to have in these turbulent
CEbUTTANCES SENT BY TELEORAPH
small playhouses which have sprung; assertions:
hav no
they
..
..- ijv;
days.
up in every available nook and cranny
of every large city within the past timony, they hide themselves behind
the explaination that they "heard or
There is some interest attached to
few years. A decision has been handmerely
thought such things," or behind the fact that the other week, a man
down
ed
by the supreme court of Monwas arrested in Dona Ana county and
- .
FOR
tana holding that a moving picture complacent "Dame Rumor."
show may be operated on Sundays and And yet, ell over the United States will be tried for a murder committed
v..
more
Prohibition
than
and
reform
a atnW.
thirty years ago, and that
in Tint nrnh ihi f
publications
af
Bonham, Texas, a man will be tried
a boot-- a
the keeping open and maintaining of fave brandd M,f- - Cranda
a grafter, as a terrible man, for a murder committed 46 years ago.
theater or playhouse on Sunday ftl1 g8r.
as an
Just as men like Holm O, when state and county authorities
misdemeanor.
HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OyER
Many, if not all, mov- Bursumogre,
and others are being branded make it a principle never to rest uning pictures now shown in the United
l'1
a
til
murder
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for.
atoned
there will
WORLD AS
States, prior to exhibition, are passed by their enemies, unjustly and with be
fewer
red
handed
malice
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Blayers.
devilish
that
in
its
a
"Bureaii
of Censorship"
f upon by
'
composed of five persons in New York
The San Geronimo Festival at Taos
City, and, where any unclean or imwill be on the same dates, practically,
WOOL TARIFF THE ISSUE.
moral pictures are found, the bureau
The issue in the campaign that is that the Republican state convention
requires them to be removed. In this
is in session at Las Vegas. However,
v.
Paentitled
111
State
case,
confronting New Mexico at present, there are 350,000
Penny,
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
In New MexiDe
cine Reporter, 727, the court holds win
principally the tariff, for New co, and though a people
to
the
thousand
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely
fo
that a moving picture performance ls Mexico is from now on identified with state
convention, there will still be
t oot Included
free from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of
within the terms "the- the nation, and its representatives In
r-ater" or "playhouse" as used'1 in the the House and Senate are expected to 349,000 to draw for the Taos celebrakind whatsoever, it is administered
any
which
is really wortl- vhile, and
statute. Quoting the court: "We can- - take sides either for or against the tion,
' WITHOUT HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS .f
noU perceive how this sort of an en- - protection of the wool industry and has become famous the world over.
y . .
tertainment could possibly affect eith- - that within the next few months. In
er the morals or the good order of the view of this, the following from the The Carlsbad Current mercifully reEvery patient is benefitted mentally, morally nd finanfrains from publishing the speech of
city of Missoula or Its inhabitants. It most recent issue of Leslie's has par
Every organ of the body is brought tnf k more
cially.
appears to us to hare been an innocent ticular significance locally: "The wild Judge W. R. McGill at Carlsbad. The
'healthy condition. The man's health is decidedly Improved.
amusement having a tendency to in talk about the enormous profits of pro Current is certainly a real friend of
BOOK-GASE- S
struct rather than to demoralize or tected cotton, woolen and other mills the Judge, Judging from his speeches
THE NEAL TREATMENT has been offlcaUyiactel
disturb; and, as the legislature has in, this country is really wilder than which have been embalmed in the
of
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Australia
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other
and
the
governments
government
H. not seen fit to prohibit lt, the courts lt seems.
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One reader suggests that the blue made four per cent on their Invested
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'.' vrtantly tear it up and throw it Congress have not defended an indus Want column of the New Mexican will
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

PLAZA BAKERY

MISS MUGLER

TRUST CO.

FRESH

Is Headquarters for

CAPITAL $50,000.00
:

Does a General Banking

Mrs. R. P. Ervien will not be at
borne tomorrow.
G. H. Van Stone went to Santa Fe
Sunday. Estancla News.
J. B. Larrazolo, Jr., of Montezuma,
Sonora, Old Mexico, is at the Montezuma.
M. A. Ross, the well known Albu
querque lumberman, is at the Monte-zpm-

Business

Your Patronage Solicited

Dally.

MILLINERY

President

B. LAUGHIIN,

Cuhler,

H. F. STEPHENS,

Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

"
Sham
the
"Nailing

BREAD AND CAKE
6 Loaves

Fine Bread, 25c

Confectionery, Fruits and
FreshCreamPuf fs Wednesday

Groceries
&

Phone, 152 Red-

Saturday

take our word for it,
D ON'T
don't take the Royal

-

AMAD0 GUTIERREZ, PROP. .

Novelties in Cords, Tassels, Girdles and Band Trimmings

Phone 49 Main

RECEIVED AT

MISS MUGLER'S

1.

PAGE FIVE
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Tailors' word for it. Make
the test yourself. It is very
simple. We invite it.
When we say say that every
Royal " fabric is absolutely
all pure wool, we mean pure
wool in the most exa :ting and
literal sense; we mean total
freedom from sleazy, adulteration, cotton or wool substiThe Royal Tailors
tutes.
stand alone as the one tailoring house that not only spe
cifically guarantees each fabric to be wooland
wool alone but invites the acid test on every
fabric we show. This will prove to you
that the woolen you buy is all pure
wool. The Royal Tailors are preeminently in a
class by themselves. We claim to be a "Master"
in the art of measuring, as we have taken lessons in the Royal Shop at first hands.
Needless to say " Satisfaction Guaranteed."

Phone 49 Main

H. 'A. Houghton of Denver, who
travels for a lithographing concern, is
at the Palace.
BOARD MAKES RECOM-- .
Miss Heloise Dibert left Sunday for
.
MENDATIONS.
t,
Santa Fe after a visit with friends
here. Estancia News.
j
(Continued from page' one.
Mounted. .Policeman Jl. A. Sena of
.
;
T
, .
;
xt
,csaB .rnveuj yesreraay ana is at after tney become delinquent and to
make return of all taxes not sq col- - 1
place Where SatlS- J. P. Paulson, Don Fuelscher, .Thorn-a- s icciauiH to me
uismci attorney ana g
Finch and Rex Cowley, are Denver-ite- s that the district
IS aDSOllltely
attorney be required ; laCllOn
at the Mgntezuma Hotel.
under adequate penalty to commence '
R. E. Curry, the well known hard- suit to enforce collections
NOtHing
by fore- ware salesman, is here from St. Louis. closure against real estate or other-ITiar-wi- se
He is accompanied by his wife and
within a certain time summons .
should be issued and served personally KetailOrdS IO F Sale.
.
daughter.
W. P. Metcalf of Albuquerque, twice or by publication, as now provided by
tO OUT Old
Socialist candidate for Congress, came law for civil suite, and that such suits Still
be
in
conducted
same
the
as
manner
on
his
and
for
automobile
left
up
today
suits in court for the foreclosure
of
his farm at Tesuque..
' !:
v
mortgage.
A. C. Probert, the well known bankof
"Collection of taxes by distraint if
er of Taos, arrived in the city yester
would prove to be
day, and is at the Palace. He return aproperly enforced,
speedy and efficient method, and
ed home this morning.
would save to the tax payer many
City Corn-Fe- d
William Spiegelberg of New York,
thousands
of dollars and in our opinformerly of Santa Fe is a guest at the ion would leave but few cases
requirBeef, Pork, Mutton,
home of Simon 3acharach, having aring foreclosure by the district attorrived from his home this afternoon.
neys."
Veal and Lamb.
Las Vegas Ontic
For the Treasury.
Acasio Gallegos, chairman of the Re
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
publican County Central Committee has received
the following sums for Home-Dresse- d
returned to Santa Fe Sunday after the
Poultry, Fresh
General A. S.
treasury:
having attended the meeting of the Brookes, refundAdjutant
of militia, $368.55;
committee here Saturday. Estancia Solomon
Fruits
treasurer

Parlor Market

!

andurocery

.

.

!

Established

,

1856."

J

a

1903.

Incorporated

You cannot
do better

i

THAT HARVARD LINE

News.
Max Kordhaus, manager " for the
Charles Ilfeld Company, is taking a
complete rest at his home on Douglae
avenue. Mr. Nordhaus is $c$ing on
the orders of his physicians'. Las Vegas Optic.
George F. Meek the carpenter and

MJII.
4

is away atieaa of
h them all.
are now closing out our entire line of Summer Stock
less
at
than cost. We must make room for our FALL' AND
"''
'
WINTER LINES.
i.
, We

IN

SELIG1
P.

I

O. Box, 219.

:

:

:

I

I
Phone 36

I

INSURANCE
;

REAL

OF YOUR
BUSINESS

H

I

H:

S.

KAUIO

CO.

Now is the time
to buy

St-- ,

r - ' N. M

Yellow
-

FILIGREE

SILVER f

MOST BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS.

i

Rings, Brooches, Pendants. Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern friends.

H.

THE

C.'-.yONTZ,5-

"'

v

'Sparks Ranch)

.,

7

Best of Food

'
Pecos

.,.;.y..i

i

h

No InvaUds

Water
$15 a Week

--

,

and Mora Rivers, Holy Ohost, Willow and Bear Creeks

'

- Telefraph Glorieta

PROPRIETOR.

at

secretary for investigation

i

Let Us
Deliver for

"

nation must report promptly on above
dates at Pecos Valley Drug Store, Roswell; or Ruppe'S, Albuquerque. E. G.
Murphey, President; A. J. Fischer,
Secretary, Santa Fe, N. M.
SUPERINTENDENT
TENDERED

4
4
z

)

: Write Pecos

WINTER

--

table.

Call Early While the Stock is Plentiful.

i
i

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

Your

CRANDALL
A RECEPTION.

NOTHING BETTER.

MONTHS are coming on, and you will
much time in doors. This is the time, therefore, to buy Furniture, and a fine assortment of it can
he seen at our store. There is bird's eye maple, which is in
great demand, and other woods that are as beautiful.
We also have KITCHEN CABINETS with celluloid tops to
make the housewife's work a delight.
Also a splendid supply of CHINA DISHES for use on the

THE

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
4

XX

j

XXXX XX

X X

X

Sunday 1 "BIG SLAUGHTER!
Shoes
Every pair
Dinner
have in the store

as were present at the IT. S. Indian
Industrial School, due to the fear, that
Mr. Crandall might not be their superintendent this year. The dispatch published in the New Mexican yesterday
telling of Mr, Crandall's vindication
A BRICK
OUR
and reinstatement as superintendent,
was like a spark to powder in that
ICE CREAM
the atmosphere of uneasiness was disTwo Colors, 75c Per Brick, 4
sipated, giving place to a demonstration of Joy which amounted to an ova4
Enough for 8 People
tion 'to Mr. Crandall In the form of
an impromptu reception. The students
BUTT BROS.
composing the school band hurriedly I
assembled after supper, marched to
"Always Reliable"
Mr. Crandall's residence on the school
K
grounds In a body and played a number of selections as a serenade; while
the entire staff of the school came up
Phone Ml-Phone Red 58
and extended congratulations o Mr.
Crandall. The students then danced
in the assembly room as a celebration.
Satisfaction in the result as reported
in the New Mexican was expressed by XX XXX XX XXX XX XXXX
everybody.
y.

DRUGGISTS

GO

AT ANY

A

A

we

of Oxford

Must

,

A

'A

'A

A

Not Considered.

PRICE, Cost

A

A
A
A

Please come in and we will do the rest. Buy now, you
will surely save half the cost of your shoes.

'A

Ladies', Men's, Children's
-

A
A
A
A
A
A

r

ADOLPH

SEL1GMAN

CO

DRY GOODS

XXXXXXXXXXX

XX

X

X

X

X

X

X

Niiht.

WHEAT PRICES WERE
HAMMERED DOWN.
(By Special Leased vrm tq New Mexican)
Chicago , Sept. - 13) Hammering
down of wheat prices
followed
promptly today news of a bearish crop

Carriage

;

3 Acres of Ground,

Read, then Act!

part in Alfalfa, exceptionally good

& Automobile

PAINTING

-

ISIGN PAINTING

report by the French government '
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
. The opening was
to
lower. Decnlber, ihowtag the
PAUL
P. LACASSAGNE
same change as the market taken al4
305
961-at
touchto
Sag francisco Street.
together, started
ed 961-- 8
and rallied to 96 8
The close was steady with December at 96 4
exactly the same
as last night.
Fine for Canning. Let us An advance at Liverpool rallied the
December opened
have your Orders fOr whatVi001 marketat here.
641-4- ,
receded to 641-unchanged
then rose to 641-2- .
The close
CARPENTERS
was firm at 64
for December
a net gain of
AND CABINET MAKERS.
Scarcity of sellers made oats firm.
now ripe, and are fine
Scarcity of sellers made oats firm.
December started a shade higher at FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
46
and' went up to 46
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
Hog products showed a steady tone.
& CO. First sales were 5c off to 2 c up
H. S.
January delivery 16 for pork; All Work Guaranteed.
i with
Phone, led 115
19:25 for lard and 8.321-- 2 for ribs.

In a If ew, days we will
, ,
have

. Fancy.
Alberta Peaches

Best of Beds

"

Cold Pure Spring

Free
Peaches

2c.a lb.

--

Open May 15th for; the; Fishing Season

THE MASTER TAILORS.

WM. D. ARRIGHI

)the

ly

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

s

CO.,:

We have a lot of small
Peaches; but fine for
Peach Preserve and
Peach Jam, at

V AUG HAN RANCH

..

Golon-drina-

OF

0.C.WATS0N&C0.

GOLD-

-

"

LOANS
119 San Francisco

'

"

and Vegetables
of Valencia Fish,
Luna,
$258.70rOame and Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable, $14.75.
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
Mounted Police Busy.
r'Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena has BAKING POWDER AND
EXTRACTS.
arrested Juan P. Cordova at
on the charge of buying stock
he knew was stolen.
Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory
Mr. Hesch Settles..
,
The mounted police received a wire
LAUQHLIN BLOCK,
from Newton, Kansas, stating that Mr
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
and Mrs. Hesch who left here without
several merchants
bidding farewell to
"'
settled by wire.
Board of Pharmacy.
You are hereby notified that meetings of the Territorial Board of Phar
macy will be held at Roswell, October
5. 6 and 7 and at Albuquerque October
9 and 10. Violations of the Pharmacy
or Poison Laws should be reported to

county,-

Have you Kumishefir Rooms to Rent?
and Enthusiastic GatherA little campaign Want advertising Impromptu
ing at U. S. Indian School ConIn the New Mexican will keep the ingratulates Him.
come from your furnished rooms from
The classified columns are For several weffjlast, there has
lansing.
been aa atmosphere of uneasiness
always looked up closely and it will
among the teachers," and such pupils
pay you well to use them.

SuretyBonds

SANTA FE, -

contractor, left today for Moriarty,
where he HVprove up on his homestead. .;' Julian A. Martinez of Parkview, Rio Arriba county. Is in Santa
Fe on a business visit.
T. B. Catron, one ' of Santa Fe's
most prominent attorneys, arrived in
Las. Vegas yesterday afternoon on a
business trip. He returned today.
State Treasurer Miguel A. Otero ar
rived this afternoon from his home
in Santa Fe on a short business trip.
Las Vegas Optic.
Dean D. Clark, 61 El Paso, Texas,
of public relations of
representative
Iv
the Mountain States Telephone and'
Telegraph Company, was the guest today of Manager I. Sparks of the Santa
Fe Telephone Company. It was the
first visit to Santa Fe but he had
made many friends during his stay
here."

ESTATE

I

incon-testab-

Kansas

guarantee.
-

'policy first established
by us

--

equaled, and the fit we

KEAUY-ittAU-

ji
auliere

i

You will need. Our line
'
of Suitings cannot be

Ur

We

i

Measure you
For that Suit

,

gUaranteea.
but the best the

i

Than let us

.,....

he

Acreadobe house and other improvements.
age finely located on one of principal streets of Santa Fe.
This Is well worth your investigation.
five-roo- m

Phone Black

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

No. 52
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Santa Fe AbstractRealty

&

Insurance Agency.
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J.P. Steed & Son
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MULLIGAN & RISING, Funeral Directors
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i
'
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'
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Phone, 130 Red.''
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LAMP-I- TS

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
EVES.
pay for, by having it right where you are using It It saves on your light bill and
display rooms are
SAVES THE

Our
.
open for your
we
we
will
seen
sell them right. Get away from
have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be
anywhere, and
inspection,,and
the' idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

You

SANTA FS VATBR

i

LIGHT COr.iPAWY, VASHIWGTOW STREET.
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Certificate of Comparison.
I, Xathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at One o'clock p. m. on
the Second day of September, A. D.
1911, Certified Articles of Incorporation of The National Council of the
Knights and Ladies of Security, Number 6923, a Foreign Corporation from
the State of Kansas, and also that I
have compared the following copy
of the same, with the original thereof
now on file, and declare it to be a correct transcript therefrom and of the
whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mex
ico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
Capital, on this Second day of Sep.
tember, A. D. 1911.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico
(SEAL)
State of Kansas, Department of State.
upon it.
Chas. H. Sessions,
Secretary of

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st

(Read Down)

I

Company,

Railway

ness is to be transacted are at Topeka, Kansas, the location of the
Home Office, and such other places
in the United States and Canada
as subordinate councils of the order shall be organized North of 36
30', North Latitude, provided that
subordinate councils may also be
established in such other healthful
parts of the United States as the
National Council or the National
Executive
Committee
may from
time to time designate."
We further certify that the National
Executive Committee of the National
Council Knights and Ladies of Se
curity consist of five members, and
that there was present at said special meeting three members thereof,
and that all three members of said
Committee voted unanimously for rh
of said amendments to
adoption
charter.
We further certify, that under section No. 48 of our laws, the action of
said Executive Committee was in accordance with the authority conferred

Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.

am

6
6
6
6

35
27
17
00

.... Slate.
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pm
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To All To Whom These Presents
Shall Come Greeting:
n'Oonnects at Colfax with B. P. A S. W. Ry. train both North and South.
S.ltage for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.
Charles H. Sessions, Secretary of
I,
Stage leaves Cte Parte. N, M for Kllzabethtown, N. M., at 9;00 a. m, dally exeepj State of the State of
Kansas, do heremndays. Fare fc uu one way 13.50 round trip: fifty pound baggage carried free.
and
O. AS. train leaves Das Jfcines, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from It he by certify that the following
hereto attached is a true copy of
tb at 4:88 a. m
Charter of Knights and Ladies of
T, G. DEDMAN,
with Amendments thereto, the
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent.
original of which Is now on file and
G. P. A font,
a matter of record in this office.
In Testimony Whereof, I have here
unto set my hand and caused to be
affixed my official seal. Done at the
City of Topeka, this 25th
day of
August, A. D. 1911.
(STATE SEAL).
CHAS. H SESSIONS,
Secretary of State.
By J. T. Botkin,
Assistant Secretary of State.
Charter of Knights and Ladies of
;

-.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

JtSStSSZ

ko, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance,

JjjpS.

THE

EAST

S

ROUTE

WEST

Par rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX, a. f. & p. Agent.
El Paso Texas.

Colonist Rates
Effective September 15th to October 15th, inclusive,
y
second
class colonist excursion fares are in
effect from stations on the
one-wa-

to points in Alberta, British Columbia, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon and Washington.
For information as to fares, reservations, etc., etc.,
call on or write to

Agt.,

or W.D.SHEAJ.F.& P. A.,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

HOLIDAY

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct.

9-1-

1911

4,

AVIATION

CURTIS

MEET

" Birdmen " of International Repute will thrill the crowd
ior mree aays, uctooer

$1,000
BKSEBALL

ll,

12

and

13

' BULL " DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACFPS
be raced " Bull " Durham Dav. Fridav. Oct.
This stake was sriven bv the Ri ACk.
WELL'S DURHAM TOBACCO CO.
'

EVERY DAY

EXCITING

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B. McMANUS,

Attest:

W. B. KIRKPATRICK.
National President

J. V. ABRAHAMS,
National Secretary.
Approved Feby. 4, 1909.
C. E. DENTON.
F. S. JACKSON.
Filed Feb. 4, 1909.
C. E. DENTON,

'Secretary of State.
Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.

Secretary of State's

Filed for record February 22, 1892.
Wm. HIGGINS,

v

'
.

Secretary of State.

Topeka, Kansas, Feb. 2nd, 1909.
The Hon. Charter Board of the 'State
of Kansas, City.

u.

B. mail and
ftAtwAn Vatnorlin V 14

r

N. M

100 Ids.
Baggage allowance
to
onjf each regular ticket, excess baggage

pa

at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
JUiewU, N. IL. connecting with tat
We are equipped to carry any kind
fit Paae ft Southwestern and Rock
trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
o(
ToRallroadi and the Atchison.
e
at
sieunwu.
eania
pen
Special rates are given tor ezcur
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar-f-ie
slops, for eight or more passengers.
in Roswell at 2:00 P. m.
' Leaves Roswell' at 12:M a. mH ar For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
lira la Vaughn at S:30 p. m.
Is-la-

J

W.

STOCARD.
if

Secretary.

Gentlemen: We hereby certify that at a special
meeting of the National Executive
Committee of the National Council
Knights and Ladies of Security, held
Secretary.
at its office in Topeka, Kansas, on the Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
2nd day of February, A. D. 1909, a
motion was made, seconded and unaNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the second U. S. Land Ou.ce at Santa
nimously adopted, that
Fe, N. M.
paragraph or subdivision of our char- Department of the Interior.
ter be amended to read as follows:
September 12, 1911.
"That the purposes for ; which Notice is
hereby given that Ambro-clthis corporation is formed are to
of
N. M., who on
unite both sexes In a fraternal bene Feb. Cano,1907, Golden,
made
homestead, No.
l,
ficiary association foK the promofor N
NW W Sec. 27, S
tion of benevolence, charity, social 10616,
SW
section 22, township 13 N,
Culture, mental Improvement, edu6 E, N. M. meridian, has filed
range
the
sick
care
for
and
needy,
cation,
r
to aid members in obtaining em- notice of Intention to make final
to
to
establish
claim
the
proof,
ployment, to assist each other in
land
business, to Induce the general ele and above described, before register
receiver U. S. land office at Santa
vation of the morals of society, and
to provide a beneficiary fund pay- Fe, N. .M., on the 19th day of October,
able at death, as the member may 1811.;.-Claimant names as witnesses: Jose
direct, in sums from five hundred
"
dollars ($500.00) to three thousand B. Cano, Bernardo Cano, Daniel
dollars ($3,000,000), or a part there Wright, Roberto Armijo, all of Golden
of, in case of partial or physical N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
disability as may be provided in the
laws of the association."
Register.
We further certify, that a motion
was made, seconded and unanimously
Traffic Picks Up Passenger traffic
adopted, that the third paragraph or has increased on the New Mexican
of our charter be amend- Central, necessitating the running of
an additional v act oa the daily
ed to read as follows:
"That the places where Its busi train. Estancla
o

Secretary-Manage-

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL,
Guryimg tn

...

ENDORSED:
Foreign. No. 6924. - Cor. Rec'd. Vol.
6. Page 127. Certificate Desienatine
Agent and Princlnal Place of Business
o f The National
Council of the
Knights and Ladies of Security in
New Mexico.
Filed in the Office of Secretary of
New Mexico, Sep. 2, 1911; lP.lt.,-NATHAN JAFFA,

1-- 2

2

,

Office.

ENDORSED: FOREIGN.
No. 6923, Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6,
page 127.
Certified copy of Articles of Incorporation of The National Council of
The Knights and Ladies of Security.
Filed in office of Secretary of New
Security:
Mexico, Sept. 2, 1911, 1 p. m.
The undersigned,
citizens of the
NATHAN JAFFA,
State of Kansas, do hereby voluntarily
Secretary.
ourselves
the
associate
together for
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
purpose of forming a private corporaCertificate of Comparison.
tion under the laws of the State of
I, Nathan Jaffa, iSecretary of the
Kansas, and do hereby certify:
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
FIRST
certify that there was filed for record
That the name of this corporation in this office at One o'clock P. M., on
shall be The National Council of The the Second day of
September, A. D.
Knights and Ladies of Security.
1911; Certificate Designating Agent
'SECOND
and Principal Place of Business in
That the purposes for which this New Mexico of The National Council
corporation is formed are to unite of the Knights and Ladies of Seboth sexes in one grand fraternal curity, Number 6924, a
Foreign Corassociation for the promotion of bene- poration from the State of Kansas,
volence, charity, social culture, mental and also that I have compared the folImprovement, education, care for the lowing copy of the same, with the
sick and needy, to aid one another In original thereof now on file, and deobtaining employment, to assist each clare it to be a correct transcript
other in business, to induce the gene therefrom and of the whole thereof.
ral elevation of the morals of society Given under my hand and the Great
and to provide a beneficiary fund pay
Seal of the Territory of New Mexable at death, as the insured may
ico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
direct, a sum ranging from $500 to
Capital, on this Second day of Sep$3,000 or part In case of physical distember, A. D. 1911.
ability of total or partial disability as
NATHAN JAFFA,
prescribed by the Constitution of this
Secretary of New Mexico.
National Council.
(SEAL)
THIRD.
Statement of the National Council
That the places where Its business Knights and Ladies of Security:
is to be transacted are at Topeka
This association duly incorporated
Kansas, the location of the Home Of- under the laws of the State of Kanfice, and such other places In the sas, and desiring to transact business
as sub In the Territory of New Mexico,
United States and Canada
ordinate councils shall be organized makes the following statement:
north of 36 30', North Latitude.
The name of the organization is:
FOURTH
The National Council Knights and
That the term for which this cor Ladies of Security.
The location of Its registered office
poration is to exist is ninety-nin- e
in New Mexico is: Santa Fe, and the
years.
FIFTH.
name of the agent in charge of such
That the number of directors office upon whom process against the
trustees, of this corporation shall be corporation may be served is: Superihree and the names and residences intendent of Insurance.
of those who are appointed for the
The amount of authorized capital
first year are:
stock is: none.
and
S. E. Sheldon, G. H. Flintham
The amount of capital actually IsH. A. Warner.
sued and outstanding is: none.
We
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
The character of business to be
have hereunto subscribed 'our names transacted in New Mexico is: FraterA. D. 189.
this
nal Life Insurance. The society is
day of.
H. A. WARNER.
without capital stock, organized and
G. H. FLINTHAM.
carried on solely for the mutual beneC. S. BAILEY.
fit of its members end their benefiJOHN R. MULVANE. ciaries, not for nroflt. and havine a
E. G. MINER.
ledge system with a ritualistic form
State of Kansas,
ot work and a representative form of
Shawnee County, ss.
government.
Personally appeared before me, a IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said
Shawnee
and
in
for
Public
The National Council, Knights and
Notary
Ladles of Security has caused its
County. Kansas, the above named
C.
S.
H. A. Warner, G. H. Flintham,
name to be hereunto subscribed and
Bailey, E. G. Miner and J. R. Mulvana,
its corporate seal to be hereto afwho are personally known to me to be
fixed, and these presents to be exethe same persons who executed the
cuted by its President and Secreforegoing instrument of writing, and
tary, this 24th day of August, A. D.
1911.
duly acknowledged the execution of
the same.
(CORPORATE SEAL)
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, I NATIONAL COUNCIL KNIGHTS
have hereunto subscribed my name
AND LADIES OF SECURITY.
and affixed my notarial seal, this 22n0
By .;:
day of February, A. D. 1892.
W. B. KIRKPATRICK,
H. E. EULER,
President.
v
Notary Public. Attest:
(SEAL)
expires February
My commission
J. V. ABRAHAMS,
29, 1893.

manao

five-yea-

w
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:
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

PROGRESSIVES
(Continued

The Human Heart

from Page Three)

over-wor-

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery

Being made without alcohol, this " Medical Discovery" helps the stomach n
assimilate the food, thereby curing dyspepsia. It is especially
adapted to diseases
attended with excessive tissue waste, notably in convalescence
from various
fevers, for
people and those who are always " catching cold "
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser is sent on
receipt of 31 one
d
cent stamps for the French
book of 1008 Daies. AHHn... r-V. Pierce, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
R.

Japanese Newspaper Man Discusses
Politics and Joins the Republican Party.
(By Jno. W. Roberts.)
To Hon. Editor Santa Fe New Mexican who resemble politics by the
unsettled condition which his hair
is always be.
Hon. Mr. Sir
I am join the political party now.
I am a politician now of the first de
cree. I am Join the Republican party
because I have political views
in
I was a Democrat by birth
sight.
but I following give my reasons for
G. O.

The heart ii a wonderful double
through the
action of which the blood stream pamr,,
is kept sweepio
round and round through the body at the
rate of seven
miles an hour.
Remember this, thst our bodies
will not stand the strain of
k
without good,
pure blood any more than the engine can run smooth'
After many years of study in the
ly without oil.
active practice of medicine, Dr. R. V, Pierce
found
the
that whet,
stomach was out of order, the blood
and
there
were
impure
symptoms of general breakdown, a tonic made of the glyceric extract of certain
roots was the best corrective. This he called

cloth-boun-

SIGASHO HANGTOI.

P.

1st. Because Democratic party always holler for Jobs & always get
naught but defeet.
2nd. Because it contain no prominent men like yourself or Mr. T. B. C
of your community.1
3rd. Because the Democratlcs are
poor & stingy.
This be my reasons, Mr. Editor, are
they not fare? Have I not an equal
right to enjoy the privileges of good
office like the rest? Ans. me that. 1
have written in my correspondence to
my paper in Japan the political situation hereby which is as follows:
"the politics in this county are in
an unfurled condition.
There be a
Republican party, a Democratic party,
a Insurgent Domination of both, & also a Dry party."
I belong to the Stand bys, Mr. Editor, for which I think 18 a wise choice.
& I wish to announce' my candidacy
for the position of Supt, of Schools of
Tesuque, same which is only office
left for which there be not a hundred

CALL

,

,

.

17
5
13

4
10

ll

Hag-erma-

....

..........................
Rio Arriba. , ................
Roosevelt ...... .V.

Union

....... ..,.'... ...
.........................

Valencia

7
10
6
30
17
5

'

17
13
8

14

Total
.303
is recommended that in event the same delegates are
not elected delegates to the judicial and legislative district conventions that the same basis be nsed in the election
of such district delegates and that such conventions shall
be called and held, after the State Convention, at such
time and place as may be agreed upon by the Chairmen
of the Central Committees of the several counties composing the respective districts mentioned, or in default
of agreement by said Chairmen, by a majority of the
delegates elect to such district convention.
It is further recommended that the Republican County
Conventions in and for the several counties, for the
nomination of county officers, be held after the State
Convention.
H. 0. BURSUM,
JOSE D. SENA,
Chairman.
Secretary.

It

Anu-saioo- n

-

1--

--

1

;
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15

Hotel Arrivals.

"

7
11

Quay

hand Sigasho Hangtol lemonade.
be watching with carelessness their
every move as "Every Little Move
ment has a Meaning of Its Own," same
song which I recommend to the standbys like myself, in their efforts to
watch the ' progressives;"' "Your in
the Right Church, but in the Rong
Phew," I respectfully recommend to
the Morning J. & its esteemed followers
I am surprised, Mr. Editor, when
you look into the innocent laces ot
the politicians you do not behold the
cunning & plotedness which lies in
there mind. I be poor, common Jap,
but they do not fool me. They be
Palace..
muddy with mud from political mud
hole. By this I mean not only Re
W. S. Willis, Chicago.
A. C. Probert, Taos.
publican who get all blame because
Dr. and Mrs. Small, City.
they are in power, but also Democrat
Prohibition man. They all. scheme.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Levert, New Or
They all be throw mud at each other leans.
H. A. Houghton, Denver.
gathered from their own clothes. Even
Editor of Raton Range, same who is
L. D. Clark, El Paso.
preacher, & Hon. J. I. Seder, (RevJ. Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Curry, St. Louis,
Miss Curry, St. Louis.
supt.
Leaguer, be in this
D. R. Lane, Albuquerque.
game up to there neck. They preach
about the rest when they be Just as C. E. Boulden, Frankfort, Ind.
tad. "Peoples who live in glass win- N. C. Sutton, Little Rock, Ark.
dows, should not throw bricks" is good
stunt for these gentlemen.
Coronado.
The leaves are now falling from the
B. W. Moody, Quay.
trees and nature has turned from her
Epifanlo Mora, Oallsteo.
beautiful gown of green to yellowish
A. A. Sena, Las Vegas.
color & vegetable life is about to die
Frank Riley, Taos.
for the year.
.
Hoping you are the same,
Montezuma.
:.:
Yours truly,
George A Keepers, Gallup.
SIGASHO HANGTOI.
H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
J. L. Stevens, Broom, la.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mr. and Mrs, A. B. McMillen, Albu
Department of the Interior,
querque.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Miss Eileen McMillen, Albuquerque
"
Miss Carroll Jewett, Albuquerque.
,
.
, (07894)
W. A. Williams, Tesuque.
Sept. 12, 1911..
Notice is hereby given that Jose
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
Cano, of Golden, N. M., who, on Oct
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Curry, St. Louis
22, 1906, made homestead No. 10146,
A. C. McElwaln, St Louis.
for SW
Section 13, Township 13 N.
George W- - Armijo, City. M. B. Otero, City. ..
Range 6 E, N. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make final five
Colonel Venoeslao Jaramlllo, City.
year proof, to establish claim to the
George E. KoyL Kansas City.
land above described, before Register
J. B. Larrazolo, Jr., Moctezuma, So- '
or Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa nora, Old Mexico.
,
Fe, N. M., on the 18 day of October,
J. P. Paulson, Denver.
1911.
Don Fuelscher, Denver. .
Claimant names as witnesses;
Thomas Finch, Denver.
Ambrosio
Rex Cowley, Denver.
Cano, Bernardo Cano,
Daniel Wright, ..and Roberto Armijo,
8. B. Goom, Milwaukee.
all ot Golden, N. M.
M. B. Mitchell. Madison, Wis.
,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
H. R PUtt' Si Louis.!
;
, 4 ,
v
V
T, W004, City.
Register.

Vj

9
3
5

.....15

Sandoval
San Juan.
San Miguel
Santa Fe..,.
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance

.

gen.-goo-

10

Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley
Mora
Otero

; . .

J.

For Treasurer: Friend of Hon.
prop. M. J.
For Atty. Gen.: Man who is in
friendship & Accord with M. J.
For Auditor: M. J. Office Boy.
This is my predictions, Mr. Editor,
& I know they will be
satisfactory to
the party in general throughout the
Grand State. These nominations will
d
bring in "Party Unity" &
fellowship all around. I am only a
refreshment at this political game,
Mr. Editor, but I have made up my
mind that HON. Politician will not

Chaves

.....

For U. S. Senator, Man with Most $
For Governor, Man who Albuquerque M. J. Support.
For Lt. Gov. Mann who Albuquerque
M. J. Support.
For Secretary of State: An ProgresM.

STATE CONVENTION.

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to' and in accordance
with resolutions adopted by the Republican Central Committee of New Mexico in convention assembled at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a Call
is hereby issued for the holding of the first
Republican
State Convention in the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th
day
September, A. D. 1911, for the purpose' of . nominating
candidates for the various congressional and state offices
created and authorized by law; and the Republican Central Committees of the various counties of the new State,
except as otherwise by this committee ordered, are requested to issue Call for the holding, upon such notice
and date as they may deem expedient, county conventions
for the purpose of electing delegates to said State Convention, at which the basis of representation shall be
1 delegate for each 100,, or fraction thereof of 50 or
more,
of the votes cast .for the Republican Candidate for
delegate
to Congress at the election of 1908, and 1
delegate at large
from each county now in existence; upon which basis
the representation at said State Convention from tho
several counties of New Mexico shall be as follows :
Bernalillo
; . . 25

elec:

Whoever

FOR REPUBLICAN

Whereas, pursuant to the provisions of the Enabling
Act and the resolution admitting Xew Mexico into th
Sisterhood of States, the Governor of New Mexico has
issued his proclamation ordering an election to be held
on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for the purpose of electing
the various congressional, state, legislative, judicial and
county officers authorized by the constitution heretofore
adopted by the people of New Mexico;

candidates.
I have follow closely & have read
with much interest the political predictions you disclose to the public
eye in your sheet & beg, hereby, to
differ, & with honor, from your Imperial Editorship.
',
There be 10 candidates to the Job
& the man with the most votes will
get the same. Same information I receive from the Editor of "The Crow"
of your town same who is always predict big Dem. majority & which result in the contrary. The following is
his political predictions for this next

sive Rep.
For Congressman:
Support.

13, 1911.

HOLD MEETING.

electric heated and electric cooled
motor buses. Dobbin will step aside
to let the march of progress have a
clear road. The motor buses will
have seats for eighteen passengers
with side entrances instead of the antiquated rear door. They will make
the trip between the station and the
stores In five minutes. The motor bus
service is to be rapidly extended and
lines will be installed in the various
boulevards, the cars to run at regu
lar intervals and along specified
routes. This will enable the resident
and visitor to quickly reach districts
to which the street cars do not give
adequate service.

turning to your

ENDORSED:
Certified Copy of
State of Kansas,

,

DENVER & RIO GRANDE

F. H. McBRIDE,

(SEAL)

M.

Only Trace of Rain Only a trace
ot rain was noticed in Santa, Fe yesterday but in the foothills and mountains there were heavy showers.
Showers are predicted for tonjght. The
minimum temperature last night was
i 53 degrees and the maximum
yester- ,

day 79 degrees.
Are You a Seller? An ' advertisement in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your seal estate
on the market effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before the
eyes of all possible buyers.

DYSPEPSIA
'
Md Diseases of tKfe
Stomach amd Intestines

msy be speedily relieved and in a
short time entirely removed by a
safeand absolutely harmless remedy,
recommended by the medical profession of Europe.

r;

"u5h

M this remedy Is named, is Introduced to
puDiic as tne best and as lest
:rn?iI!Slti.llli i!1 sos of weak, sluggish
digestion, indicated by the
following symptoms: Coated tongue, lack
of aopetite, vomiting, Jaundice,
burning

vran

disilness, constipation, colic, general
aversion to certain foods,
eprealon,dlarrhot
dyspepsia,
a, flatulence, staaash
atoe, etc.
Stomallx Is nrcnared bv Sals de Carlos.
.Physician, surgeon and pharmaceutist
uiiiiKiieat sianningin Europe.
Stasoalls la not a mere
stimulant, makinc the patient the ictim
of a medicine habit, but restores the digestive functions to robust health, with
tlie capacity to do their work without
lurvuor aia. jrnr com oy cut Vrua$jptt.
'

E. rOVGERA & CO. '
,

Agent. V.S.

, Haw York.
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OF YOUTH'S MOMENTUM

Fraternal Societies

tors."

Supreme Battle of Life Comes at
Mr. Andrews was for twelve years,
Time When One Begins to
until 1882, a dry goods merchant in
Grow Old.
Cincinnati. While in Cincinnati, though
not taking an active interest in poll-If you have passed your thirty-fifttics, he formed the acquaintance of birthday and would like to know
many men who have since become
wrietfcer you are
prominent in the Republican party.
really
beginning
Cincinnati limes-Star- .
to feel as If you
were getting on
toward old age,
here Is a good
test. Go out of
doors
one
Credit Where Credit Is Due.
of
these finA ftnrfnff
Santa Be, N. M September 13, 1911.
mornings, the earlier the better, and
Santa Fe Daily New Mexican:
reAnent your gratifying article yester. see if there is any instinctive
to the simple and elemental
day on "getting ready for the Demo- sponse of
life. If you feel the cold
cratic convention," I have somewhat things
blast of fresh air on your face and
to say to you.
fail to enjoy It you must h zettfnz
In pointedly urging, as you did, that old.
"politics and personalities must be
The supreme batle of life, according
forgotten in working together to prove to Dr. Luther Halsey Gulick, comes
8
that Santa Fe is the Convention City ior most of us between SS anrl 4S
par excellence," you sounded a key The momentum of early life Is gone
note precisely, but you did not sound Dy mat time and the physical capital
of youth with which most of us start
it quite full enough.
While getting ready, as never be- ed has largely been expended. Most
fore, to show appreciation of the gift, of our Ideals have been seriously al
let us also, in passing, appreciate the tered by experience. We see thintrs
in a different light from what we
giver for a moment.
Imagined they were as children. The
Albuquerque boosters, always up and Driinant color of
fancy has faded.
"on the bit, ' had been playing "early
At this time It is not counsel
bird" for some time before the Dem is needed it is some definite that
ocratic committee meeting with a to turn to. some definite conrKnthing
to
thousand or two in hand and a big take hold of, which we can carry
,.,
..,.
iBtfc
mi j
delegation of big bidders.
through until poise is
SUPREME COURT CLERK JOSE D. SENA,
Albuquerque, always nothing; if not some concrete course of action to
Secretary of Territorial Republican Central Committee, Who 4s in Charge
bold and captivating, had even invad which we can hold, blindly if necesof Headquarters at Santa Fe.
ed our own geographic preserve and sary, till the new and lareer relation
to life and work and society has been
captured the San Juan proxies.
But they all reckoned without the established; something that will make
for sanity and wholesomeneaa
It (a
Santa Fe diplomats.
When
Auditor Gar a kind of intellectual cllmaterlc that
Laughlin,
cia, General Easley, Mayor Seligman, is found in men as well as In women.
MEXICO
AMD
Women, - after their f
J. W. Norment and Governor Thnm.
ton got there e host arrived but thev oren have become six or seven years
oia women who have devoted thems
left their
at home.
;
selves to their families intensely-co- me
Although they found Albiinnprnno
up to that time and find necesincluding the mayor and city council.
some readjustment. Then is the
McCoy for State Senate.
fices ja the two new states has al- the newspapers, the Commercial club, sary
time to make for themselves a new
,
i
i
William M. McCoy is likely to be ready set aspiring ones on the go. me
uusmessmen, we Democrats, the relation to the
community, or to denominated for the state senate by An hour after the statehood bill was Republicans,
Prohibition- generate.
Socialists,
The fundamental thing to
the Republicans of Torrance county. signed telegrams reached
Washington ists, newsboys, bootblacks, garbage- - do at this time is to keen the vrhnla
men, working both sides of the street, body keenly alive. The fundamental
.vic-- Q vl
ullu bVluuuuiUVUDi
For Lieutenant Governor.
land CloviR th Tnlrlrifo tVnoir Knl.A
Naturallv attention hnra fnnnsoH nn
"
ngut thing to be sousht is snnitv whih
It is very likely that the name of the two delegates. Both are Repub- - mto the array, and, Tah foruium
rests upon a basis of good digestion,
the
Norman Bartlett of Vermejo, Colfax
Ralph Cameron, who is the .mats! they brought away the "bacon." good sleep, and a skin that is wholecounty, will be presented to the .state
Let me tell you that when you run somely alive and responsive to cold
from Arizona, expects recog-- 1
convention at Las Veeas for ReDubli- - delegate
nition
at
of his people. His up against the Albuquerque or Clovis and heat
the
hands
can nominee for lieutenant govern
or. He served as a. member of the melius say u wui sureiy gei one oi "uui;u you start something" at once
the senatorships if the state is carried and you find it out Just as quickly, but TOILERS WHO HAVE
constitutional cocnvention.
TITLES
i
Santa Fe Democrats always "stack un"
by the Republicans
well
in any "scrap."
The interesting figure in New MexSena In Charge.
or Noble Women
ico is William H. Andrews, who is now
Hats 6if to Laughlin, Seligman, Gar-ci- RoyalWho Are 8kllled in of Europe
Various
Secretary Jose D. Sena is in charge
his
term
as
fourth
serving
Norment
Easley,
and Thornton!
delegate.
of the Republican headquarters in the
Handlorafts.
He
Butler
has been prominent in politics for
tells us in Hudibras that
Catron Block.
George more
-- .lit.
than a quarter of a century. "honor- Is f liltA ma tiAA,
Titled women of Europe, probably
niuun, null Willi
Curry of Tularosa, who was to have While in
Harmed at the Influence of factories
Pennsylvania, as chairman of brisk attempt."
arrived last evening, to assist at headthe Republican state committee dur-- ,
The honor, as well as the pleasure
and factory made
quarters, failed to appear, bat is exthe time Senator Quay was domi and profit, of entertaining the first
ing
wares, are trying
pected tonight.
nant, he knew and manipulated all Democratic convention of the state
to revive interest
the ins and outs of the great political of New Mexico, promising to be the
in various handiConvention Dates.
has a strong hold largest and most rousing in the history
crafts suitable for
A judicial district convention
will organization. It
on the people of New Mexico for. al of the Territory, was won for rho ran
their own ex. It
on
meet at Raton
September 26. The
will be recalled
he went to the territory to ital City "with brisk attempt" by these
Republican convention of Union coun- though
build railroads, he was almost im- gentlemen.
that the Dowager-Quee- n
ty will be held on September 23. The
Alexandra
"Let we forget," again I say, hata
mediately enlisted, first as a senator
Democratic convention of Bernalillo in
has done much to encourage lace makthe
to
territorial
off
and
the
of
legislature
atlater,
the
Knights
"brisk
county has been called to meet at Al- for four
terms, as delegate to Con- tempt," and likewise to all those who ing In Ireland, where It was rapidly
buquerque on September 30.
gress. His constant fight for State- were persuaded to be Christians and falling into decay. The present
queen, Mary, is especially gifted in
hood has materially strengthened him. vote for Santa Fe.
in Arizona.
Many Candidate
what is known as "white work," from
will
He
be
a
candidate
for
senator.
e
Memorlally
forty-onOf
Yours,
Democrats in the conlinfelling seams to embroidering
J. H. CRIST.
stitutional convention of Arizona, thirty-- The first thing he did after the Stategerie. She also does very beautiful
hood
had
bill
been
was
to
ask
signed
five
have already announced themknitting and crocheting and, believthat the next dreadnaugbt battleship
NOTICE FOR Pimi
selves for office. The election in
ing firmly that every woman who
be named "New Mexico."
Department of the Interior,
will be on December
12, one
hopes to retain her good figure should
U.
S.Land
Office
at
M.
Politicians in New Mexico evidently
Santa Fe, N.
assume 'a standing position for fifteen
month and five days after New Mexi(077531
or twenty minutes after eating, she
co's state election, thus giving the
expected him to rush home and begin
in triplicate to Forest Supercommittee ample building fences. Telegrams from fol Copies
always employs this time with her
Republican
visor, Cowles, N. M.
time to concentrate in Arizona, after lowers that other aspirants were makknitting or crochet needles.
e
Sept. 12, 1911.
of Schleswlg-HolsteiPrincess
devoting itself entirely to making the ing combinations failed, to move him.
Notice is hereby given that Santia
has started a decided interRepublican majority in New Mexico the He will remain In the East ten or fif go
of
Ortega,
Pecos, N. M., who, on est in the art of enameling, which
largest ever. Arizona will hold its teen days and then will go to New
Sept, 5, 1906, made homestead entry she considers especially suitable for
first state primary on October 24. Gov- Mexico to size up the situation.
and Lots young women of the better class who
"I really would like to see the Re- No. 9885, for SE 4 SW
ernor Sloan will issue his proclama2. 3, 4, Section 31, Township 17 N., desire to attain
independence along
of
New
Mexico
publicans
tion on September 20.
submit
the
.
Range 12 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed artistic lines. Her enamels recently
senatorships to a primary," said Mr. notice of intention
to make final flva exhibited at the Arts, Crafts and InAndrews, for that would be the near
Ovation for Larrazolo.
year proof, to establish claim to the dustries exhibition were of the lovely,
. "While in
Clayton last week attend- est approach to election by the people, land above described, before
Register translucent Russian quality in the
ing the fall term of the district court a reform that is being widely demand- or Receiver U. S. land office at
Santa most beautiful shades of Cossack
for Union county, O. A. Larrazolo of ed. No Republican Bhould object to Fe, N, M., on the 20th
of October, green, dove gray, blue, garnet and
day
Las Vegas, who recently pledged his going before the people of his party tan.
yellow. They were used to decorate
faith to the Republican party, was and letting them make the choice at
Claimant names as witnesses ;
umbrella handles, hair ornaments,
the
be
can
This
done
an
ovation
if
polls.
the
given
by the Republicans.
Jose Maria Ortega, Placido Armijo, buckles and various household arA big political meeting was held at Republican Territorial Central comFernandez Armijo, and
ticles.
which Mr. Larrazolo was invited to mittee will order it. Then New Mexi- banaovai. an of Pecos, N. M. Gregorio
Among the titled women of London
be present Several speeches were co would be right in line with the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
there has arisen a hobby for giving
made in which Mr. Larrazolo made an
.'V
personal supervision to their city
Register.
eloquent speech. The Republicans of
lawns and gardens, and a few have
Union county are actively preparing
A BRIGHTENING PROSPECT.
gone in for raising herbs.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masosic - Hall a'

h

7.30.

H. H. DORMAX.
Master

The Forum

CHAS. E. LIXVEY.

prize-conte-

e

I

P8il

Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS,

p. o. e.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds

i

...

.

ir.A-riri-

a,

Na-tion-

Marie-Louis-

n

1--

FREE

to put up a strong ticket in the coming election, the first to be held in the
new state." Las Vegas Optic.
;.
Taos County In Lime.
Among the strongholds of the

ADVICE

Re-

publican party where party unity
stands first, and where it is not a
question of election but of how many
hundred votes majority the Republican ticket will get, Is the county of
Taos. For many years past, this
county has given a ' good substantial
majority, and from all indications, it
will give a bigger one now than ever
vuwio.
iiuni, vug ui uie men
wno nas Kept up party unity there
and who is influential in northern
New Mexico politics, is being ; urged
his friends to accept the nomlna-- i
tion Ior state senator. Ramon Sanchez
of Penasco and Antonio Trujillo of
Arroyo Seco are being mentioned aBj
to the first state leg--'
islature. it is rumored that a plat- form will be adopted at the county.

i
i

!

Of woodland ways the poet sins'.
When Fancy tunea the lyre In sprlnsv

CANDLE

The buratlnc bud. the balmy breeae,
Th birds that warble In the trees;

French Scientists, With Mathematical
Calculation, Have Brought Things

TO WOMEN

With vernal stir, delight the aouL
However many years may roll

Across the hollow waatea of life.
With fell mischance and sorrows rife,
Women suffering from any form of
spring revivifies the world.
uiiicas are urroea w promptly com- - When
municate wita jars, i'mkbam at Lynn, Her biasing standard fait unfurled.
Mass. All letters are received, opened,
saddest heart yields to the spell
read 8nd answered by women. Awo-b- y The
And Hope affirms. "All will be weU."

3KS
Vff

In

'Liza We certainly ought to be
thankful fo' dls turkey today.
Zeke Yes, and moah so dat I done
got away wid it widout beln' caught J. D. SENA,

ffjESZ
W
ft fSSJft
iVOthus has been esl

f lsSJ(ll

'v::::-;v- ':

CtST

.';

or

JLtTlTi,,?',1!?1!

yw"V
SWKUffi'tta

,

-

It

i

tsiy.

j-

Noramann
the Paris observatory to

ProNcvd-man-

n

as a truth that a quantity of Hgnt
equal to the illumination of the entire
length of Avenue de l'Opera for an entire night issues from every bit to the
sun's surface the size of a finger nalL
The total luminosity of the sun's
square miles is by this calculated equal to 61,000,000,000,000 that of
the Paris thoroughfare mentioned. .
The candle power of the sun is rep
resented by the professor in a string
0

with 18 and followed by no less than 27 noughts, or
close upon 2,000,000 for every square
Inch of the sun's surface.. The solar
heat is placed at 6,482 degrees centigrade.
Lookir.B Ahead. '
Popular Author Why don't you return my story if you don't mean to
of figures beginning

,

print it?

Magazine Editor It lent that, my
dear sir, It's simply that you may die
some day, and it looks so well to an
nounce something posthumous. Puck.

alhMWtL:

Vencfc.

J. M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P. M.
1

W. Ai. SHERIDAN, M.

B.

Diseases.

THE WA5SERMAN & NOGUCrP
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

a

2

Hay-war-

Visiting

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchaneed
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrites guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
Phone 231.

HOLT A SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in tae Distri t Court at
well as before the Supreme Court oi
,
the territory.
Las Cruces,
Mrs. Collier Down You should be
ashamed to stagger up the street like

.

,

New Mexico.

C. W. Q. WARD

-

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the Urns tables
at the local railroads:
"A. T.

'

Territorial District Attorn y
-- v.For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Down (loaded) Thash Las
New Mexico
Vegas,
all right hie. Why, even th' hie
moon getsb full hie once in a while.
E. C. ABBOTT
Mrs. Collier Down Yes; but the
Axtorney-at-Lamoon always goes la a straight path.

that

Leave

8. F. By."

8.10 a. m. connect with No I wast'
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive U Santa Fo 12:10
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. l. westPractice in the District and 4u bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, :3S
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
Rather.'
p. m.
attention
all
to
business.
given
IPs rather tough
7:20 p. m. cosset with No. 7 and
.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
To spend one's life
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Earning- - enough
To dress one's wife.
Returning arrir at Sana Fe
G. W. PRICHARD
p. m.
Attorney and Cotnsellor at Law
' Over th
D. A K. O.
Telephone.
Practice in, all tht District Court
ly.
He Is that you, nvr beloved?
Leaves 10:16 a. m. for north.
and gives special attejiOnn to case
She Yes dearest; but who are
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north. '
before the Territorial 8upreme Court
you? ICitegende Blaetter.
Now Mexico Central Ry,
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. H
Leave 6:45 p. m., conlects with Nd
I east and 1 south and west
r...- '
The One.
HARRY D. MOULTON
"Have we a national flower?"
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
"Not exactly, hut lately all agreed
from No. 3 east.
r
It was the flax."
Attorney-at-LaTO AND FROM ROSvvELL
A Higher Officer.
Connections maiM with Automobile
'1 presume you consider yourself the
Santa Fe, N. M.
line at Vaughn for Rosvelt, dally;
head of the family?"
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rot
"I da But my wife is the umpire"
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
well at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Rot
"What do you mean by that?"
Land Claims and Contests a BpecUltT
"She never loses an argument"
well at 3:30 p. m. Automooile leaves
Roswell for Vauehn at 6 p. m.,. The)
Chas. F. Easley.
R.
Chas,
Easley
(are between Santa F and Torrance)
;
Hope of a Leader.
EA8LEY A EA8LEY.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
"Have rOU secured harmony In
Attorneys at Law.
party organisation?"
Practice in the courts and befort Roswell $10. Reserve seats o aattv
"Not exactly." recited Senator Ann, Land
Tjobil by wire. J. W 8ockaftV
,
Department
ghum. '"But I think we have found a - Land grants and title examined.
stan wnqse voice is big enough ' to Santa T N. M.. branch Offlca Dstasr
It rou want anything on earth trjf
Uown the discard.; s
a Want ad in the Now Maste.?:- - ;
-Ml U,
Mr. Collier

ll:l

.

w

.

Two Points of View.
Heavy-hande- d
Huntsman I wonder
If this silly brute will double it this
time, or fly the lot
- The. Horse
I wonder. if. this silly
fool wlll hang on by my mouth this

ttesv or faU.eS

DR.

elght-roome-

Pi ofessoror

states

WVf
v

New Meiico.

change.

sunlight.
fessor

Unexpected Meeting.

Taos.

The Reason.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, 102
She Why was your engagement
Chapelle.
of
Order
Independent
Beavers.
broken off?
Santa Fe Dam No. 20. I. n n hnM
He Well, riter taking the girl to
FOR RENT
house.
See
dinners and theaters, giving her cost- Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth John Pflueger, the shoe man.
ly presents and a birthday gift of a
motorcar, her father accused me of erg are always welcome.
WANTED A Good cook for a small
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
amusing myself at her expense.
President household. Address New Mexican.
Answers.
C. J. NEIS,
Secretary.
FOR SALE Modern
Motoring.
house on Read Avenue.
Inquire P.
"Why are we stopping?" asked the
F. W. FARMER
Hesch.
nervous woman.
Homestead No.
"To pump up a tire." replied her
2879.
WANTED Position as a first class
husband.
Brotherhood
of cook. Address al. S. care New Mexi"You would probably do well to
American Yeomen can.
change your chauffeur. I am afraid
Meets
Second
you have gotten hold of one of these
fresh-ai- r
fiends."
and Fourth Thure
FOR RENT Six momed brick cot.
days,
Delgado's tage. Bath, ranee, light O. C. Wat.
Hall. H. Foreman, son & Co.
Passing Strange.
C. G. Richie, Cor.
"Deacon Brown seems to have a
Sec. Mrs. Dais
FOR SALE Over one million feet
mania for looking at billboards."
Farmer.
of saw timber. Acasio Gallegos, San-l- a
"Yes?"
"I can't account for it, either."
Fe, N. M.
"No?"
Santa Fe Camp
FOR SALE 3
"There will be no burlesque shows
Acre Tract within
13514, M. W. A.
in town until next winter."
aeets second Tues- city limits. Finely located. A Bard
day each month, so gain if taken at once. Joseph B.
cial meeting tLird
,Mgr.
Its Size.
Tuesday at Elks
"I met a man yesterday who wants
Hall. Vlsting neigh
WANTED to rent, by small family,
to sell me his place. He says it Is
bors welcome.
at once or any time up to October
fine just on the skirt of a forest."
A. G. WHITTIER. Consul
"How large Is it?"
first, a modern five or
house with improvements.
"I don't know, but from the vague CHaS. A. RISING, Clerk.
Address
www kmim
S M. C, in care of New Mexican ofdescription he gave of it I am afraid it
is something of a hobble skirt"
fice.
Santa Fe Camp No.
6673, R. N. A. meets
OPPORTUNITY is simply the apSTRAIGHT PATH.
fourth Tuesday of
of energy to every day conplication
-'
soeach month;
as
ditions
they arise. We .pay big
cial meeting third
advance cash, teach
Tuesday at Elks' commissions,
salesmanship; you furnish the energy.
Hall.
Conditions are
neighbors welcome terms. Salem favorable. Write for
Nursery Company,
NETTIE VICEROY.
Oracle. Salem, Oregon.
FLORENCE RISING,
TYPEWRITERS.
Recorder.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

new
calculations. Dealing
first with the

Charles Dickens, taking one of his
J
tarnished this
accustomed strolls in shadow land,
II I
fldence between
If II Mrs.
suddenly met Mr. Podsnap face to
'
Pinkham and factV
vT Jfo
,
iie women of
"My dear Podsnap," he said, with
"
a beaming smile, "this is indeed
come instructed for H. 0. Bursum for,
But Mr. Podsnap Impatiently waved
Never has she
and George Curry for mem- - llshed a testimonial or used a letter him aside and passed on.
v
i without
ber of Congress.
the written consent of the
,
"Well," reflected Dickens,, momenj writer, and never has the Company
tarily chagrined, "that hurts a little
these
allowed
confidential
to
letters
Delegate Andrews Favors Direct Pri-bat he's
up to the reputation I
pet oat of their possession, as the gave him,living
nurv
fi.dMki.
anyhow."
hundreds
of
thousands
of
la
Admission of Arizona and New Mex. their fllet will attest
Sufficient '
Out of the vast Yolumeof
new which Mrs. Pinkham hasexperience
Fat Boarder This room seems very
fo draw
states that will attract countrywide at- - from, It is more than possible that she small.
tention. Two senators and, a repre-- has gained the very knowledge needed Landlady's Daughter Going to be
She asks nothing in re. here long?
sentative will eome to the present con- - !n
'
Jlat Boarder Tes.
gress from Arizona and two .jen.tors
Then it'll be
Landlady's
and two representatives
Daughter
tny woman, rfch or pwr.duTbe
from New Mexico. The elections will glad to take advantage of this gener. plenty large enough for you by the
,
, ous offer of assistance. Address Mrs. end of the week. Judge.
be held within four months.
of
E' Plakbam
Republicans of New Mexico are con-- I?nJmscrS.
The Resort Prospectus,
fident of holding that state in line, Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. ,
and there are prospects of Republican
Every woman ought to have "Gohur to run daily xoaralona this
success to Arizona. Democrats in con- - Lyflla E. Plnfcaam'i 80-pa- ge
rsarf
Is not ft bookfoi "Ob, yes - .
f- ,
gress figured on Arizona being safely Text Book.
"I notice you don't advertise a gorge
Democratic and New Mexico being general distribution, as it to too
reasonably sure of going Republican, expensive
It lav free and only any more."
The allurement of more , then ' one Obtainable Djr mall Write foa "Not .1 made it a itotae tsartesid.
Some people thought a gorge meant a
.hundred elective) federal and state of-- if
V;

throughout Tao: uunty.
Bank References Furnished

WANTS

a roll,

Acquires

The world declares
He has no souL

The never abating scientific interest
the heat and light of the sun re- cenuy movea

,

Investments
Lai ds. Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Mony Loaned for investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Biisinets
Opportunities

Secretary.
Envious, Perhaps.
As soon's a man

POWER OF THE SUN

h.'s

PROBERT & COMPANY

of each and gastric contents.
Wednesday
Directions
month. Visiting broth- for collecting
specimens
given or
ers are inviteu and
application.
welcome,
State Nat. Bank Bid?. Albuquerque N M
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

to Fine Point.

The aong of brookg, the flashing-- aun.
The spider's web, but newly spun;
The mossy bank that lure to dreams
And all the rustic life that teems

of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.

Chemical and Microscopical Exits regular session oi.
the second and fourth aminations of blood, sputum, urine

diplo-lican-

,

Attorney and Counaellor-at-LaPracticing betore all the courts ro
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

Genito-Lrinar-

a

tom-tom-

a,

Mexico.

H. L. ORTIZ,

32

Secretary.

-

-

r-n-

XeW-

OH. C. M. RILEY,

Santa Fe Comn.anderj
Wealthy.
Visitor Was old man Jones well
No. 1, K. T. Kegula?
9
fixed, do you know?
conclave fourth Mon
'f
Native You bet! He left
day in each month at
coupons good for $45 on a $1,000
Masonic Hall at 7:30
piano, $5 credit on a sewing machine,
P- - m.
,u.,;(another one for first payment of $3 in
CHAS. A. WHEELO.V. B. C.
a series of seventy-fivpayments on W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
a Long Island lot, and a missing-worcoupon good for 7 worth of groceries
Santa Fe lodge of
in a Chicago house if you bought $100
Perfection
No.
1, 14th
worth first. Puck.
degree. Ancient and Ac
cepted Scottish Rite of
WAY HE LOOKED AT IT.
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza
Visiting Ccotish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.

h-

P

Taos,

Be-

.

Secreta.-y-

JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

u

POLITICS

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in all the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.
-

Veterinary Physician and
Surgeon,
Santa Fe Chapter No. Graduate
of McKillep's
Veterinary
1. R. A. M.
Regular College of Chicago.
convocation second
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Monday of each month
Dentistry a Specialty
at Masonic Hall a'
Office: EaBt side of plaza, corner
7:30 p. m.

V

if'

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

da,

V

.

t
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GROCERY

BAKERY

AND

MARKET

" UNCLE SAM "
Inspects all the BEEF, .VEAL

sell.

PORK we

AND

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Elks' tonight. The Woesot a Wealthy choice at $17.50. You only have time
until Monday. Come and get your
Widow is the picture.
fiyyuo bp.
Milk and Cream always on hand choice. N. Salmon.
Tonight's Program at the Elks':
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,
'
"The Star Spangled Banner; The!
188.
Woes of a Wealthy Widow; The Hid- X
Only 300 pairs of ladies shoes left, den Mine. Don't fail to see this pro-- ;
Santa be, N. M., Sept., 13.
X For New Mexico Local show- - X and if you are a good singer you can
gram."
ers in north portion tonight or Si come in and get a pair for a song. N.
Building School at Lamy County
Salmon.
fair
in
Generally
Thursday.
School Superintendent John V. ConJohn
3t
X south portion.
Hearing Criminal Case Judge
and the school directors have let
It. McFie is today hearing the case way
contract for tre construction of a
of the Territory vs. Juan Estevan the
school house at Lamy to Robert Sayles
Fruit Pickers, Fruit Jars, and Fruit Carillo, charged with seduction.
of Lamy. The new house will be built
Box Nails at Goebels.
see
Every American Citizen should
of adobe and concrete and will be
A Good Big Hearty Laugh at the The Star Spangled
Banner at the
Work on it bethoroughly
Elks tonight. It's great.
gan today.
A Beautiful Line of new cut and en
The Star Spangled Banner at the
graved glassware is on display in the Elks' tonight is exciting and inter92.. ..Phone... .92
window of SDitz. the jeweler. Lovers
esting, don't overlook this picture.
1
of the beautiful will find here a feast
Who says advertising .does not pay?
MARKET for the eyes.
Nathan Salmon, the enterprising San,
Nathan Salmon special sale goes in Francisco street merchant has spent
the History: Saturday and Monday some money advertising his immense.
the doors at times had to be closed stock reducing sale and he wears the
to keep crowds oat as the house was smile that won't come off. Why? Becrowded. The buyers were enjoying cause It has spread the news in every
the fruit of the bargains.
direction and the sale is a howlingsuc
cess. It Is no fake proposition but an
Progessive League Calls Meeting
The Progressive Republican League offering of honest goods at ridiwill hold a meeting. Thursday evening, culous prices by a merchant that is
September 14, at 8 o'clock at the court sperfding all his money at home and
house All Republicans Interested in for the benefit of the city, y
political conditions in
One hundred pieces .gingham and
improving
county and state are invited ttattend. 100 pieces calico has been sold since
invited
MARKET The ladies
Saturday and there are 100 pieces of
o ther class of goods will follow suit,
If you havn't come to get a
Nathan
& Marx suit, do so, your between now and Monday.
92...Phone ..92

flinty

no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no.

M. M.

j

Home

J
Flaky Biscuits
Baked

Delicious Cake
Healthful Food

.

We Buy the Best K.C. Meats.
Phone No.

F. Andrews

i.

Phone No.

i.

Turquoise, Laveliers,
Amethysts,

Opals,

ran

5

Salmon.

IN

We recommend Waltham Watches
l:ause we believe them to be the
liest.
Our stock offers a wide
of

GOLD AND SILVER

madewiih

,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

ffm

Plums, Apples, ' Crab Apples and Pears

FILIGREE

13, 1911.

CUT FLOWERS

The product of

MARKETJtEPORT

now.

ALL THE TIME.

Grapes-

MONEY AND METALS.
f ,
New York, Sept. 13. Prime paper
4
per cent; Mexican dollars, 45;
call money, 2
per cent;amal-gamate55
bid;
sugar, 114
Great Northern, pre
Atchison, 101
ferred, 121; New York Central, 101
Northern Pacific, 113
Reading,

-

;-

4

Waltham Watches,

At the

. . .

CLARENDON GARDENS .

. . Phone

pome in and talk match with us. It will
not obligate buying and it may prom you
Ve
inuch.
explain what coanitnus
good

"It s Time

2

12

0

You Owned a Waltham."

S.

We will show you tie exquisitely thin model Wall bams of
tae Colonial Series and will
name (he Waltham movement
best suued to your

SPITZ,
m Mw J

The Modern Home
QNE of the first

requisites of a modern home is an
sanitary plumbing equipment. To

O

z

Dealer in New and

Second-Han-

d

3

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

--J

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

O

Q

Highest.Cash Price Paid for
New and

HI

(A

Tl

73
Goods- -

Z
QQ

the domestic health and to keep
the home thoroughly clean and
wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures affording absolute
and perfect sanitation are a
prime necessity.
"jtomfeMT plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
and inviting.
Let us give you an estimate.

O

c
a

Second-Han- d

Second-Han-

d

Goods Soid on Easy Payments.

PHONE, 59 BLACK.

3--

;

safe-gua- rd

HI

J

ce pts, 17,000; slow generally; beeves PLAYING FOR GOLF
CHAMPIONHSHIP AT RYE.
$5.008.10; Texas steers, $4.406.40.;
western steers, $4.00 7.00; stockers (By Special leas'.i vire lo New Mexican V
and feeders, $3.00 5.50; cows and
Eye, N. Y., Sept 13. H. H. Hilton,
the British golf champion, defeated,
heifers, $2.256.30; calves, $6.25
137
Southern Pacific, 106
R. E. Matson by 11 up and 10 to play
i
Union Pacific, 100
steel, preferred, 9.25.
second, round of the
market today in the amateur
20,000;
114
Hogs Receipts,
United
States
championship.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 13. Lead, quiet weak to 5c lower; light, $6.857.45;
New Yorker Wins.
4.37
mixed,
5.905.95.
heavy,
$6.657.35;
6.807.45;
spelter quiet,
J. D. Travers of New York, won
Wool.
rough, 6.656.85; good to choice heavy
St. Louis, Mo., Sept.' 13. Wool
$G.857.35; pigs, $4.607.10! bulk from Paul M. Hunter, of Chicago, 3
J up and 1 to play.
quiet; Terry and Western mediums, of sales, $G.857.25.
18
19;
Fine
mediums,
1720
.market
Sheep Receipts, 35,000;
Pine, 1115.
Let Him Know It If you are out ot
steady; native, $2.154.00; western,
Livestock
.
$2.504.00; yearlings,
$3.704.80; a position, you must let the employer
Kansas CltyJ Mo., Sept, 13. Cattle
lambs, native, $3.855.75;
western, know it. . A wam advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every busiReceipts, 11,000 including 2,000 south, $4.255.75.
ness and professional man In the city
eras; market steady; native steers.
and county and a great many in the
$5.258.00; southern steers, $3.75
If you want anything en earth tn
5.25; southern cows and heifars, $2.75
territory. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.
4.50; native cows and heifers, $2.50 r New Mexican Want Art.
7.00; stackers and feeders, $3.50j
5.S5; bulls, $3.004.25; calves, $1.50
western steers,
$4 507.25;
7.75;
western cows, $2.754 75.
PFA SEPARATE COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
SWFFT
IT
I grow only the best and
0,000; market,,' !c
varilower; bulk of " 'sales, $6907.15;
and they are especially fine now.- - No such Peas have
eties,
heavy, $6.907.10; packers anl butch'
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.
eis, $6.957.15; lights, $6.907.20.
ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
market
Sheep Receipts, 15,000;
Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
steady; muttons, $2.903.G0; lambs,
$4 255.45; range wethers and yearl-'nppoppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
3.004.00; - range ewe, $2.50
season. 20 cents each ; $1.50 per dozen.
3.75.
Black
204.
JAMES
415
Ave.
.
Palace
McCONVERY,
Phone,
Chicago, 111., Sept. 13. Cattle Re- 1--

The Jeweler

r DAVID LOWITZKI,

2

3--

73

m

2H

n'--

'

list!

Hogs-Recei-

FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware & 'Supply Co.

5ANTA FE, N. M.

up-to-d-

s,

w it

-

SC3

THE

1

Oliver

THE REDUCING STOCK SALE
f"

IS A GOOD ONE

K

1"

AND THE PRICES ARE STILL BETTER

this week your profit is like, getting
money from home. You have
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Monday

If you buy our goods
f

-

TO EARN ALL THE MONEY YOU CAN AT THIS SALE.
efit of our bargains. We still have

t

300

P&Sffs L&cJks9

Get

busy-- do

it now, don't say
r

to-morrow-

reap the

and

ben-

"

;

.

Slices' to cfose Ot'$o&r&

1

'to-

Clean out your throat and come to see us. We also have 100 HART, SHAFFNER & MARX SUITS to sell at same margin.
We do not lie when we advertise. Come in and we will show you.
n "
"

f

it

K

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
V'i,

